
 

 

THE LOUISIANA CONGRESSMAN’S EX-WIFE 

 

 

 

 

INT. CANNON OFFICE BUILDING—WASHINGTON DC—DAY  

 

A group of men sit around a table. BILLY CHAMPAGNE, nice suit, black, slick backed hair, a 

little overweight, is eating heartily. The rest have not touched their food. Billy points his fork at 

one of them.  

 

      BILLY 

  All right, Champ, let’s hear it. Where do we stand? 

 

      TREASURER 

Three point six in the bank after what you doled out last weekend. Still got to pay 

for polling and next month’s media push. 

 

    BILLY 

How much media?  

 

    TREASURER 

Unless someone else jumps in, forty k a week.  

 

    BILLY 

You assholes never pinched pennies before. (Points fork at another man.) Why are 

we taking it so easy on Charlie? If the spread is less than fifteen points none of 

you girls get paid.  

 

The CAMPAIGN MANAGER slides a manila envelope across the table. Billy starts to open it.  

 

      CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

  There was another factor. Actually, two factors.  

 

      BILLY 

  Jesus, how old are these two with him? 

 

      CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

We’ll leak the photos and end this campaign before it begins. It’ll save us a ton of 

money. 

 

    BILLY  

Or cost us more?  

 



He waits for one of them to say the obvious.  

      

With Charlie against me the only questions are margin of victory and cost. But the 

qualifying deadline hasn’t passed. That young legislator from Amite with the 

kids? He’s making noise about jumping in. But that boy ain’t gonna qualify cause 

he knows he’ll have to get through a primary with Charlie before he even gets to 

me. You nuke Charlie with this now, then we’ll have our own little hell of snotty 

nose brats and family values this and family values that.  

 

Heads around the table begin to nod.  

     

God only knows who else is out there right now, debating whether to throw his 

hat in the race.    

 

A beautiful BLONDE enters the room. She leans over Billy. 

   

      BLONDE 

Teresa is downstairs. Said there was a box of personal items you were supposed 

to send her.  

 

    BILLY 

Damn it. A bunch of pictures and plaques? She just wants one last chance to make 

a scene.  

 

    BLONDE 

You want me to take it? 

 

    BILLY 

Do you mind? 

     

BLONDE picks up a box from corner of room and leaves.  

      

INT. CANNON OFFICE BUILDING LOBBY—DAY  

 

TERESA CHAMPAGNE is pacing, waiting, and is finally approached by the BLONDE carrying 

a box. They study each other. One is pressed, and tall and thin. The other is wearing wrinkled 

clothes and looks frumpy. 

 

TERESA 

Billy couldn’t bring it down here himself?  

       

BLONDE 

A meeting. He said to tell you he’s sorry.  

       

TERESA     

You know all you’ve done is create a job opening. 



       

BLONDE 

How’s that?  

       

TERESA 

Now he’s short a mistress.  

 

BLONDE leaves. TERESA starts to cry as people crowd past her on either side. 

       

VO (THAGGARD) 

Over a fourteen year political career, everything had fallen right into place for 

Billy and Teresa Champagne. After an unlikely victory, Billy landed the 

chairmanship of the Telecommunications subcommittee. Champagne Billy, as 

everyone took to calling him, was at the top of the heap. Then, after twenty years 

of marriage and seven elections, out of no where, Billy told his wife Teresa that 

he wanted a divorce.   

 

INT. LA OFFICE OF ELECTIONS—BATON ROUGE—DAY  

 

An older woman waits behind a counter while TERESA paces nearby.  

 

      VO (THAGGARD) 

I’d love to know if Teresa wrestled with the decision. Did she think about the 

early campaigns when she and Billy took on the world? Did she think about the 

endless cycle of campaigning? Or did she just realize that the thing she had 

worked so hard to attain and keep had never belonged to her in the first place? 

 

TERESA makes up her mind and marches into the office.  

  

Maybe she began to feel shame. Shame at the promise of what she and Billy could 

have been, and the reality of what they became. Either way, however she justified 

it, everyone knows what she did next.  

 

      TERESA 

  I’d like to qualify to run for Congress.  

 

      ELECTIONS OFFICIAL 

Oh, well, let’s get you set up then, the qualifying deadline is right around the 

corner. 

 

The ELECTIONS OFFICIAL begins producing sheets of paper for Teresa to sign, then stops her 

from signing the third one.  

 

Democrat, right? I can always tell by the shoes. You’ll need the state chair’s 

signature on this one. You know Tom Mantone? 

 



    TERESA 

I do. Where can I find him?  

 

    ELECTIONS OFFICIAL 

You’re running for Congress and you don’t know where your party’s state office 

is?     

 

    TERESA 

I converted back recently.  

 

    ELECTIONS OFFICIAL 

OK. Well, easy enough. One block south… Does that say Champagne?  

 

    TERESA  

It does.  

 

    ELECTIONS OFFICIAL 

The Third? Isn’t that Billy Champagne’s district?  

 

    TERESA 

It is.  

 

    ELECTIONS OFFICIAL 

Didn’t he just get divorced?  

 

    TERESA 

He did.  

    

    ELECTIONS OFFICIAL 

That makes you….? 

 

    TERESA 

It does.  

 

The woman suddenly starts shuffling more papers, looking down.  

 

    ELECTIONS OFFICIAL 

Husband left me with three kids who were barely out of diapers. I should be 

retired, instead I’m paying college tuitions and living check to check. If I was in 

the Third, you’d have my vote.  

 

    TERESA 

I’ll be right back.  

 

As Teresa exits the office the Elections Official is already picking up the phone.  

 



INT. STATE DEMOCRACTIC OFFICE—DAY 

 

The office is dated. Two men are sitting in the front room when TERESA wanders in. TOM 

MANTONE has white hair and looks like a political patriarch. CHUCK LAMBUTH is tall man 

with a weathered face. He has on jeans and a cowboy hat, tipped back on his head.  

 

      TOM MANTONE 

Are you lost? 

 

      TERESA 

Is that any way to greet an old friend?  

 

Mantone frowns, then actually places her.  

 

      TOM 

Teresa? Is it impolite to ask if you’ve had recent cosmetic surgery?  

  

      TERESA 

It is. I’ve been doing a good bit of jogging with my free time.  

 

      TOM 

  Well it agrees with you. Chuck, I’d like you to meet---. 

 

      CHUCK 

  I know who she is. 

 

He stares hard at her.  

 

      TERESA 

Have we met before? 

 

      CHUCK 

Your hair was too poofy before. Made you look old. 

 

      TERESA 

Tom… ahhh…. I need your signature.  

 

      TOM 

Signature? What are you running for?  

 

      TERESA 

Congress.  

 

      CHUCK 

What? Where?  

 



      TERESA 

The Third.  

 

Chuck whistles. Tom looks at the paper she has handed him with incredulity.  

 

      TOM 

Teresa, it has only been what, a couple months? Are you sure you’ve thought this 

through? 

 

    TERESA 

Just sign it, Tom.  

 

    CHUCK 

Yeah, Tom, sign it.  

 

    TOM 

(To Chuck) You stay out of this. (To Teresa) You just can’t jump in some--. 

 

    TERESA 

I can’t? 

 

    CHUCK 

You can. Jump right in. 

 

    TOM 

Be quiet, Chuck. What I’m saying is we don’t need is a bloody primary before 

someone even gets to Billy.  

 

    TERESA 

Tom, you don’t have a candidate who can beat Billy.   

 

    TOM 

Charlie Frye has run three successful statewide races. He is---. 

 

    CHUCK 

Gonna get his ass handed to him by Champagne Billy.  

 

    TOM 

Chuck, please stay out of this. Teresa, have you raised any money? 

 

    TERESA 

I can raise money.  

 

    TOM 

Where? Billy’s left nothing but scorched Earth. The national party won’t touch 

this, not when there are more vulnerable candidates around the country.  



 

    TERESA 

Just sign the paper.  

 

    TOM 

What about a staff? A campaign manager? Media? 

 

    TERESA 

I’ve spoken to Redstone and Blancher in New York. They’re on board.  

 

    CHUCK 

Just when I was starting to catch a little political woody, she brings up those two.  

 

    TERESA 

What do you know about any of this? 

 

    CHUCK 

I know those clowns can’t find Louisiana on a map, let alone run a race here.  

 

    TOM 

Chuck, this won’t help.  

 

    CHUCK 

If you’re going with those two, you might as well do your campaigning in a 

bikini. You could be a political centerfold, assuming you look as good under 

those clothes as you look in them.  

 

    TOM 

Chuck, stop it.  

 

    CHUCK 

And seriously, lady, don’t ever hide those legs behind a podium.  

 

    TERESA 

Tom, sign the damned sheet of paper! 

 

Tom Mantone signs it.  

 

      CHUCK 

  Might want to get a handle on that anger.  

 

      TOM  

Chuck, shut the hell up. Teresa, your ex is too powerful for a last second, 

unorganized campaign. 

 

    TERESA 



I know all about Billy. I was a big part of that.  

 

Teresa turns for the door. Chuck Lambuth grabs her arm.  

 

      CHUCK 

  Wait until you’ve calmed down before you say anything.  

 

      TERESA 

  I’m qualifying right now.  

 

      CHUCK 

No, go on over there and qualify. They’ll be waiting for you. Just keep your trap 

shut. 

 

Teresa jerks her arm free.  

    TERESA      

  Don’t ever touch me again.  

 

      CHUCK 

Sister, if you’re going after a guy like Billy, I hope your wit is sharper than that. 

 

INT. LA OFFICE OF ELECTIONS—DAY   

 

Teresa returns, only the office isn’t empty any more. A horde of reporters descend on her as she 

makes her way to the counter.  

 

INT. SUITE AT HAY ADAMS HOTEL—DAY  

 

The CAMPAIGN MANAGER is beating on the door. BILLY answers in a huff. An empty 

champagne bottle can be seen on the floor. Billy’s hairy belly protrudes from an untied hotel 

robe.  

 

 

      CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

  I’ve been calling.  

 

      BILLY 

Yep. I saw the calls. I know you think there is some great crisis---.  

 

    CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

But---. 

 

    BILLY 

I need to answer your stupid question or deal with your stupid problem---. 

 

    CAMPAIGN MANAGER 



But---. 

 

    BILLY 

I don’t care what you think qualifies as an emergency---. 

 

    CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

But you need to know---. 

 

    BILLY 

I summon you. And I will summon you when I am good and Goddamned ready to 

summon you. Do we understand each other?  

 

    CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

Yes sir.  

 

    BILLY 

Now what’s so important? 

 

A scantily clad brunette wanders into view, picking up the television remote off a dresser.  

 

      BILLY 

  Stop gawking and look at me. What’s so damned important?  

 

      CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

  It’s your wife. 

 

      BILLY 

  My ex-wife?  

 

      CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

  Right. She just qualified to run for Congress.  

 

      BILLY 

  She did what? Where?  

 

      CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

Louisiana’s Third. I kind of thought that qualified as an emergency.  

 

INT. TERESA CHAMPAGNES HOUSE—DAY   

 

Early morning. Packed boxes still line the walls. TERESA walks in with cup of coffee and turns 

on morning TV. TOM MANTONE is being interviewed.  

 

      VO (Host)  

  And you honestly don’t know where she is?  

 



      TOM  

  I don’t.  

 

      VO (Host)  

Everyone wants to talk to her. Can you remember a case where a candidate 

doesn’t want free press?  

 

    TOM 

No, I can’t.  

 

    VO (Host) 

What about a case where a woman takes on her ex-husband in a political race? 

 

    TOM 

In Louisiana? I’m pretty sure that’s happened before.  

 

    VO (Host) 

Before the ink is dry on the divorce?  

 

    TOM 

That might be a first.  

 

Teresa is startled by a knock on the door. When she sees who it is, she drops her head. She opens 

the door. A disheveled BILLY CHAMPAGNE walks in.    

 

      BILLY 

Damn, I hate to say it but divorce seems to agree with you.  

 

    TERESA 

You look tired.  

 

    BILLY  

Well, I had to borrow a plane and hustle down here. Are you coloring your hair? 

 

      TERESA 

  This is my natural hair color, you moron.  

 

      BILLY 

All right, fine, if that’s the way this is going to be. You’ve punished me, ok? 

Maybe the divorce stayed under the radar until now. But for the next year I’ll be 

answering questions about this every time I go in front of the press. You feel 

better? Now, end it before it goes too far. 

 

    TERESA 

Too far for whom? 

 



    BILLY 

(Yelling.) What the hell do you think you’re doing? I gave you everything you 

wanted. Everything.  

 

    TERESA 

This isn’t about getting things from you, Billy. It is about claiming my life back. 

 

    BILLY 

There’s got to be some way to work this out.  

 

    TERESA 

Let me guess, money? 

 

    BILLY 

That’s what this is, right? A little shakedown by the ex? Or one screwy way to get 

revenge?   

 

    TERESA 

You don’t want me anymore, Billy, that’s fine. But I worked just as hard for that 

seat as you did. Why do you get to ditch half the team and still keep the trophy?  

 

    BILLY 

Maybe you didn’t notice, but it was only my name on the ballot all those years.  

 

    TERESA 

I did notice, and now I’ve fixed that. My name will be on the ballot. Right beside 

yours. 

 

    BILLY 

No it won’t. You’re not even gonna get out of the primary. Fine. Here’s what I’m 

going to do to resolve this.  

 

    TERESA 

Champagne Billy in negotiator mode. This ought to be fun.  

 

    BILLY 

Get out of the race tomorrow. Let this thing blow over, and a few months from 

now we’ll reconcile. And during that time, no other women, I swear.  

 

    TERESA 

I take it you’re used to negotiating from a position of strength.  

 

    BILLY 

Baby, what are you laughing at? I’m trying to save you from more 

embarrassment.  

 



    TERESA 

That’s why you rushed down here and offered to reconcile? For me? Are you 

really that scared? Or do you think I’m really that stupid? Billy, I’m not your baby 

any more.  

 

    BILLY 

Then who the hell are you. Cause you sure aren’t the woman who used to be my 

wife.  

 

    TERESA 

I’ve got something else you can call me.  

 

    BILLY 

There’s a couple things on my tongue. What do you have in mind? 

 

Teresa walks to the door and opens it for him.  

 

    TERESA 

Call me your opponent.  

 

EXT. CAMPAIGN SHOTS—DAY AND NIGHT 

 

TERESA campaigning. Sometimes successfully, a lot of times not.  

 

      VO (THAGGARD)  

It didn’t take long for Teresa’s campaign to become a second page story. There 

were a million reasons, but the main one was that Teresa refused to go negative. 

Her staff wanted her to go after Billy. The press wanted it. The people wanted it; 

they sure as hell weren’t interested in the dry issues she kept preaching day after 

day. Pretty soon the few money people she’d found stopped returning her calls, 

and the press cast its restless eye elsewhere.  

 

EXT. MANSHAC FISHING RODEO—DAY  

 

TERESA is seen getting out of her car and working her way toward a crowd of people near the 

water. There’s a stage, and hundreds of drunk, sunburned people, mostly men.  

 

      VO (THAGGARD)  

A second chance was just around the corner for Teresa. But what happened at 

Manshac summed up the early days of her campaign. God, what a disaster.  

 

Teresa meets her contact right beside the stage. They shake hands.  

 

      JACK DAIGLE  

  Guy named Henri Bornbon will introduce you. Popular guy. He’ll make points.  

 



      TERESA 

I know political types don’t usually get to speak here. I appreciate you doing this. 

 

      JACK 

  Well, if I were you I’d---. 

 

      TERESA 

  Keep it short.  

 

BORNBON takes her hand. He is either senile, or very drunk. Teresa looks back at Jack.  

 

      TERESA 

  Are you sure he’s---? 

 

      JACK 

  It’ll be fine. Knock them dead.  

 

The stage is a tractor trailer bed with instruments set up on it. Bornbon trips into the bass drum. 

The crowd falls silent. nstead of speaking into a microphone, Bornbon is bent over and speaking 

into a high hat cymbal. A few catcalls from the crowd. Teresa takes him by the shoulders. The 

mic picks him up mid sentence and booms his voice across the water.  

 

      BORNBON 

…Champagne Billy’s been doing right by the people in this district for years and 

years. We can’t let some pissed off woman get in the way of what we have going 

here.  

 

Teresa freezes. Bornbon puts a palsied hand over the mic.  

 

  Are you the stripper?  

 

The crowd roars.  

 

Don’t be shy, Terry. Just shake your hips and it’ll be just like back home in front 

of the mirror.  

 

Teresa steps up to the mic. The crowd is even louder. No words come. She flees and Jack Daigle 

is waiting at the bottom of the steps. He embraces her.  

 

      JACK 

  Billy says welcome to the race.       

    

EXT. PARKING LOT—DAY  

 

TERESA runs through the parking lot. She is crying. She can’t find her car. A drunk woman 

staggers up.  



 

      DRUNK WOMAN 

  Don’t you dare quit.  

 

Teresa just stares at her.  

 

You hear them sum bitches. My husband’s one of those laughing assholes. I’m 

not going to say a word to him today. But when that hungover sum bitch comes 

staggering in the kitchen in the morning I’m gonna drop kick him in the balls so 

hard his testicles are gonna be hanging out his nose.  

 

Woman polishes off her beer.  

 

You start feeling sorry for yourself, you think about my husband, lying on the 

cold linoleum. You think of all them women who worked their asses off to make 

their men account for something, only to get dumped once the sum bitch gets 

what he wants. You are working for those women. You got my vote. You got my 

friends’ votes. And you’re gonna get my sorry ass husband’s vote. But you do not 

quit. You got me?  

 

Teresa nods. The woman staggers away.  

 

INT. TERESA’S CAMPAIGN OFFICE—DAY  

 

TERESA is on a conference call. She is pulling out her hair. 

 

      TERESA 

Word on the street is Charlie’s people are about to release a poll that shows me 

twelve points down. Of course, you guys wouldn’t know anything about the 

streets around here since you seen content to sit up in New York and spend all my 

money.  

 

    REDSTONE 

Be patient, Teresa. We’ve still got five weeks until the primary. People are barely 

paying attention.  

 

CHUCK LAMBUTH barges into the office, plops into a seat and puts a boot on the corner of her 

desk. She mutes the speaker.  

 

      TERESA 

  Do you mind? I’m on the phone. 

 

      CHUCK 

  I got nothing but time.  

 

Teresa frown at him and cuts the phone back on to a nonstop commentary of politics.  



 

      CHUCK 

You’ve got the Mickey Mice of politics running your show.   

 

Teresa hangs up and points at the door. He stays put. 

 

I would like to assess your candidacy so far. I’m going to be brutally honest.  

 

    TERESA 

I would have guessed you and honesty didn’t get together too often. You gonna 

leave on your own or do I have to call the cops? 

 

    CHUCK 

You’re scared.  You’ve got two idiots stealing away what little money you do 

raise. You’re beginning to believe you’re not even going to get out of the primary. 

What an embarrassment that’ll be, if you don’t even get to square off against the 

man who made a fool out of you.  

 

    TERESA 

Why are you here? 

 

    CHUCK 

Your campaign, up until now, has been a complete and unqualified catastrophe. 

You’ve got one thing going for you, a meek receptionist. I like a meek 

receptionist. I’d throw the rest of them to the curb.  

 

Teresa points at the door again, then places her head in her hands when he grins at her. 

 

      TERESA  

Who are you? What do you want? 

 

      CHUCK 

  I want to run your campaign.  

 

Silence, then Teresa howls.  

 

      TERESA 

Have those jeans cut off circulation to your brain? All you want to do is milk me 

for money. 

 

    CHUCK 

What money?  

 

    TERESA 

Just get out. Now! I mean it! 

 



    CHUCK 

Hire me and your primary opponent will be out of the race in a few hours. Call 

Tom Mantone and tell him I’m in here asking for the job.  

 

    TERESA 

You want me to call the state chair? 

 

    CHUCK 

We met in his office.  

 

    TERESA 

I figured you cut his grass. All right, cowboy, I’ll call him. 

 

She picks up the phone and dials. She waits.  

 

Tom, its Teresa. Yeah, Manshac was a dirty trick, who cares? Look, this guy I 

met in your office, Chuck, right, he’s here and he says he wants to run my 

campaign. 

 

    TOM (OS)  

Teresa, you listen to me very carefully. That day in my office I was begging 

Chuck to run Frye’s campaign. The patron saint of lost causes. He’s gonna charge 

you an arm and a leg for it, but if you want to be relevant, you hire that man. You 

hire him right now.    

 

Teresa hangs up. She is stunned.  

 

      TERESA 

I’ve been in politics for the last twenty years and I don’t recall your name. 

 

      CHUCK 

I worked campaigns when the people who ran them stayed off the talk shows and 

didn’t write books. (Tosses her a business card.) You want to talk to someone a 

little higher up the food chain? 

 

    TERESA 

Hoyer? The Whip? From Michigan? 

 

    CHUCK 

You know him?  

 

    TERESA 

Been trying to get him on the phone for weeks.  

 

    CHUCK 

Hunting union money? 



 

    TERESA 

Any money.  

 

    CHUCK 

That’s his private number. He’s expecting your call.  

 

Teresa dials, then introduces herself when the congressman’s familiar voice answers.  

 

      CONGRESSMAN HOYER (OS) 

Chuck said you’d be calling. Ask him about working for Carter, he pulled some 

real stunts. He’s been off the radar so long people were beginning to think he was 

either dead or crazy. You get him on board, then we’ll see about steering some 

money down your way. Fair enough? 

 

Teresa nods dumbly and hangs up the phone.           

 

         CHUCK 

  We can call more.  

 

      TERESA 

  Why will Charlie Frye quit?  

 

      CHUCK 

  Because Mr. Frye has a secret that won’t play well with the press.  

 

      TERESA 

  So you’re going to blackmail him? 

 

      CHUCK 

  If I know, then Billy knows. It would be like giving the race away.  

 

      TERESA 

  Sounds like the kind of thing I don’t want to do.  

 

      CHUCK 

  That’s why I’d do it.  

 

      TERESA 

What does it matter? Tom said you were expensive and I can’t afford the two 

clowns I have now.  

 

      CHUCK 

  I’m not going to charge you any money.  

 

      TERESA 



  You’re going to help me because of a moral obligation to do the right thing? 

 

      CHUCK 

  Please. If you lose, I work for nothing.  

 

      TERESA 

  And if I win? 

 

      CHUCK 

  There’s a place outside Springfield call The Prop Stop.  

 

      TERESA 

  And? 

 

      CHUCK 

And I fancy myself a fine two-stepper. (Teresa stares.) You do dance, don’t you? 

 

      TERESA 

  You want to run my campaign and all you want in return is to take me dancing? 

 

      CHUCK 

  Naturally you will have fallen head over heels for me by then.  

 

      TERESA 

  Naturally.  

 

      CHUCK 

  Ms. Champagne, I do believe you’re blushing.  

 

      TERESA 

  This is the most ridiculous thing I’ve ever heard. 

 

      CHUCK 

  Crazy what the opposite sex makes us do.  

 

      TERESA 

  It is just dancing, right? You’re not expecting me to… you know…? 

 

      CHUCK 

  Put out? By that point you’ll be dying to.  

 

      TERESA 

  I bet. So when should I expect Charlie out?  

 

      CHUCK 

  You don’t believe me? 



 

      TERESA 

  Not even a little. 

 

      CHUCK 

Soon as we’re done here, I’ll go find him, show him what I’ve got, and tell him he 

better be out by the evening news cycle.  

 

    TERESA 

You said something about firing my staff.  

 

    CHUCK 

This late in the race, that would be the height of arrogance, wouldn’t it? I’ll go out 

and speak to them now. Shake them up a little. No need for you to sit in on it. I’ll 

be the bad guy.  

 

He tosses Teresa a disc. She looks at it.  

 

      TERESA  

  What’s this? 

 

      CHUCK 

Chet Barnlove’s Dancing by the Numbers. So, you gonna make this deal with the 

devil, Ms. Champagne? I mean, really, what do you have to lose? 

 

    TERESA 

With you? My soul.  

 

    CHUCK 

Lady, you’re tanking an election. Right now, you have no soul. You in? 

 

She barely nods her head. Chuck walks out. Teresa gets up and leans against the door, she can 

hear Chuck’s deep voice as he introduces himself to the staff outside.  

 

      CHUCK (OS)  

All right, I saw what happened at Manshac, who was doing advance on that? You 

two? All right, you’re both fired. Get your stuff and get out.  

 

    VOICE (OS) 

But we’ve been working for nothing. We’re supposed to get jobs in DC.  

 

    CHUCK (OS)  

She couldn’t find Shreveport with this crack staff. Now get out.  

 

Teresa reaches for the door knob, then stops herself.  

 



      CHUCK (OS)  

You with the dangly earring, that’s kind of a stretch isn’t it? What’s worse, 

showing Momma that you wear jewelry or letting her know you work for a 

Democrat?  (Pause, some mumbled words.) I haven’t begun to get abusive, now 

hit the road.  

 

Teresa does a dance of indecision on her side of the road.  

 

  Tell me one reason why I shouldn’t fire the whole lot of you?  

 

      VOICE (OS)  

  I get here on time and do exactly what is asked of me.  

 

      CHUCK (OS)  

  And that shows what? Gumption? 

 

      TERESA (Whispering)  

  She’s a seventy year old retired school teacher.  

 

      CHUCK (OS)  

  We’re restructuring and no longer require your services.  

 

      TEACHER (OS)  

  I stuff envelopes.  

 

      CHUCK (OS)  

  Well, maybe the AARP is hiring.  

 

Teresa had heard enough. She jerks on the door, only it doesn’t open. Chuck is holding it from 

the other side.  

 

      CHUCK (OS)  

  And you’re Brenda the receptionist?  

 

      TERESA  

  No!  

 

      CHUCK (OS)  

  Brenda, if the meek inherit the Earth then we’ll all be working for you one day.  

 

There was a slapping noise followed by a surprised cry. Teresa cringes. Did he just slap her on 

the butt? 

 

  Now, is there anyone else I need to fire? 

 

A muffled reply.  



 

All right. Find this Darien character. We don’t have time for people who are 

running late. The gravy train has officially pulled out of the station. 

 

Another muffled reply.  

 

Her son? Well, shit, can’t fire him, can we? Remind to tell him something about  

punctuality.  

 

Chuck barges back into the room.  

 

      TERESA 

  Are you nuts? Right before the primary? 

 

      CHUCK 

I told you, Frye is as good as out. And before you get worked up too much about 

that supposed school teacher, her real name is Emily Lansing. She’s a con and 

she’s been stealing petty cash and everything else she can get her hands on.   

 

The phone buzzes.  

 

      BRENDA (OS)  

  A Patrick Mosby is on the phone. He said I should interrupt.  

 

      CHUCK 

  I don’t know any damned Mosby.  

 

      BRENDA (OS)  

  Oh, I’m so sorry.  

 

      CHUCK 

  Brenda, you got your panties on way too tight.  

 

He picks up the phone.  

 

New Mexico’s fifth? Are you crazy? Yeah well, give notice. (Pause) Yeah, 

Louisiana, the Third. (Pause) You think I’m on drugs? Of course the ex-wife. 

(Chuck looks her up and down.) Good enough to eat, but she’s spoken for. Now 

stop jabbering and get over here. A plane? Did you just say a plane? We’re broke. 

West Texas is gorgeous this time of year, start driving. (Hangs up as he says to 

Teresa.) Pat Mosby. He’s good.  

 

The phone buzzes again.  

 

      BRENDA (More confident.)  

  A Mr. Ju-Ju to see you.  



 

Chuck opens the door on the largest man Teresa has ever seen.  

 

      JU-JU (To Lambuth)  

  Thought you were dead.  

 

      CHUCK 

Not yet. Ju-Ju, this is our candidate. She’s headstrong and slow to acknowledge 

my absolute genius. There’s some talking points on Brenda’s desk. I want to 

know everything. Presentation. How she works the crowd. Ability to handle curve 

balls. Everything.  (To Teresa.) You ready?  

 

    TERESA 

I had a schedule for today.  

 

    CHUCK 

I changed it.  

 

    TERESA 

You’ve had the job for five minutes.  

 

    CHUCK 

I work ahead. Now ya’ll get out of here. I got work to do.  

 

EXT. TERESA CAMPAIGNING—DAY 

 

She is working hard. Some rejection. A little more acceptance. Checks and money passing from 

many hands into hers.  

 

INT. TERESA CHAMPAGNE CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTERS—NIGHT 

 

Teresa and Ju-Ju return late. The lights are still on. Teresa goes inside. Chuck is at her desk, feet 

propped up. Two strangers are in her office.  

 

      TERESA 

You two get out while I talk to the cowboy. (They leave.) I’ve had all day to think  

about it. Blackmail? That’s not who I am. I’m not doing it. I want you out.  

 

Chuck waves her out of the way so he can see the TV. A man is standing at a podium. Lights and 

cameras surround him. Teresa turns to watch. 

 

  Is that?  

 

      CHUCK 

  Son of a bitch screwed up my local news cycle on purpose.  

 



      TERESA 

  Frye’s out?  The primary is over?  

 

      CHUCK 

You are now officially going head to head with your ex-husband. Did you say 

something when you came in?  

 

Teresa dumbly shakes her head. The two strangers return. JODY FARR is well put together, 

stylish, pretty. ROBBIE LEE is overweight and wears a ten year old suit.  

 

This is Jody Farr, she’ll work on issues and place our media. And this is a man I’ll 

refer to as Robbie Lee.  

 

    TERESA  

And what does Robbie Lee do?  

 

Robbie Lee is stuffing a day old doughnut in his mouth.  

 

      CHUCK  

  He’s our problem solver. One of the best. Oh, and we’ll need to pay him in cash.  

 

      TERESA 

  Don’t want to bother with a W-2?  

 

      ROBBIE LEE  

  What’s a W-2?  

 

      CHUCK  

Jody, you and Teresa need to spend a little time talking issues. We need 

discipline; she’s a candidate, not a professor. I want her on message to the point 

that even her unscripted moments are scripted, you got it? 

 

Jody nods and leaves. Robbie Lee is staring at Teresa.  

 

      ROBBIE LEE  

  Anything beside the college police dope bust you want to tell me about?  

 

      TERESA 

  He’s looking at my background?  

 

      CHUCK 

  You think we ought to wait for Billy to tell us what you have to hide?  

 

      TERESA 

  No. There’s nothing else.  

 



Robbie Lee grunts and leaves. Ju-Ju sticks his head in the door.  

 

      JU-JU  

  Thinks on her feet. Not scared to ask for money. A real pro.  

 

      CHUCK 

  We’ll see. (He pushes Ju-Ju out the door.) You just lied to Bobbie Lee.  

 

      TERESA 

  You said his name was Robbie Lee.  

 

      CHUCK 

He found out about it in five hours. I’m assuming your husband of twenty years 

knows.  

 

    TERESA 

Some things in this world are still sacred. Billy would never use that---. 

 

    CHUCK 

At least we’ll know when we have good movement in his polls because that’ll be 

when he leaks it.  

 

    TERESA 

No. Even Billy would never do that.  

 

    CHUCK 

Married to the man twenty years, and you don’t know the first thing about him.   

  

INT. CAR—EARLY MORNING  

 

Ju-Ju is driving. Chuck is in the front. Teresa in the back.  

 

      CHUCK 

  You should have worn the dress I picked out.  

 

      TERESA 

  I look like a slut in that thing.  

 

      CHUCK  

  Kinda the idea when you’re whoring for money.  

 

      TERESA 

  Who are we going to see, anyway?  

 

      CHUCK  



Louisiana’s version of George Bush. He’s got these jackass kids and thinks one of 

them would be perfect for Billy’s seat. Wants to take him on next time around. 

He’ll pay big money to a candidate who’s willing to bloody up Billy. He doesn’t 

care if you win. He just wants it to get ugly.  

 

    TERESA 

I’m not doing that.  

 

      CHUCK 

  Ju-Ju, pull over.  

 

      TERESA 

  What’s this?  

 

They are in a small town on an empty, desolate street. A few buildings are boarded up.  

 

      CHUCK 

  Nothing.  

 

      TERESA 

  And your point is?  

 

      CHUCK  

You and Billy campaigned here during the first run. He made a big speech at the 

end of the street over there. You remember?  

 

Teresa suddenly does. She nods.  

 

Billy promised to keep that plant open. He promised to keep this town alive. You 

were wearing a purple dress.  

 

    TERESA 

That was almost fifteen years ago.  

 

    CHUCK 

That dress stuck with me. Billy carried this parish based on that promise. A 

promise your opponent would not make because it was a lie. Young, idealistic 

Billy Champagne and his wife were not burdened with that knowledge, or chose 

not to be.  

 

    TERESA 

He was the good guy in that race, wasn’t he? The man we beat? 

 

    CHUCK  



He was a good, principled man, who lost to a couple of upstarts after running a 

good, principled race. Do you remember what the two of you did the day after the 

election?  

 

    TERESA 

New York.  

 

    CHUCK 

Congressional Orientation, they called it. The beginning of a long courtship by 

countless special interests. You know how many people I have elected on the 

promise of changing Washington? You want to know how many actually have?  

 

    TERESA 

Where’s the slut dress?  

 

    CHUCK 

In the trunk. You don’t win elections doing what your gut tells you is right 

because someone decent and honest taught raised you. Teresa, it’s what you do 

after the election that matters.  

 

    TERESA 

Just shut up and get me the damn dress.  

 

INT. CANTINA BAR—DAY  

 

Somewhat depressing place. Couple suits are playing pool. One guy at the bar. Teresa and Chuck 

are sitting in a corner.  

 

    CHUCK 

You’ve had a big day. You got more out of that last one than I would have 

thought possible. Ju-Ju was right. You’re good.  

 

TOM MANTONE comes in, about faints when he sees Teresa.  

 

      TOM 

  What an understated dress.  

 

      CHUCK  

  Easy Tom. (To Teresa) Let’s get a drink. What are you having? 

 

      TERESA 

  A chardonnay?  

 

Chuck frowns and signals the waitress for three beers. 

 

      TOM 



(To Teresa) Your campaign manager is living in the good ole days. (To Chuck) 

People are going to jail for this now.   

 

    CHUCK  

Tell us about Billy.  

 

    TOM 

His numbers look strong.  

 

    CHUCK  

His negatives?  

 

    TOM 

High. Newt Gingrich high.  

 

    CHUCK  

How much you got?  

 

Tom glances nervously at the black bag he brought with him.  

 

      TOM 

  Fifty.  

 

      CHUCK  

  Fifty? That’s it? After all I’ve done for them?  

 

      TOM 

Jesus, Chuck, be quiet. You brought the freaking candidate with you. People are 

going to jail for this.  

 

      CHUCK 

  Not real jails. What’d you find out about how Billy is going to handle us?  

 

      TOM 

Like you don’t exist.  Bury you in a sea of warm fuzzies. No attacks. No debates. 

No issues. They’re gonna put Billy in a bubble and leave him there. And it’ll 

work, too, way she’s been playing softball.  

     

TERESA 

What would you do?  

 

    TOM 

You have no choice. Kick him in the nuts. Burst the bubble and get that famous 

mouth of his running. You’ll know if it’s working, too. Because that’s when your 

ex-husband will air your dirty laundry. Whatever secrets you have, Teresa, and 



we all have them, if the polls ever move, be prepared for your ex to share them 

with the world.  

 

Chuck stands and takes the black bag. He gestures for Teresa.  

 

      CHUCK 

  More next time.  

 

      TOM 

  Chuck, this race isn’t even a blip on the national scene.  

 

      CHUCK 

  It will be before I’m done.  

 

INT. CAMPAIGN CAR—DAY 

 

This time Teresa is up front with Ju-Ju. Chuck is in the back. 

 

      TERESA 

  There’s fifty thousand dollars in there? In cash?  

 

      CHUCK 

  Yep.  

 

      TERESA 

  How exactly do we declare that with the Federal Elections Commission?  

 

      CHUCK 

  We don’t.  

 

      TERESA 

  I was afraid you were going to say that.  

 

INT. HERETHEA MORGAN’S MANSION—DAY 

 

The next morning. Just Chuck and Teresa this time. They are escorted into a large sitting room 

and left to wait for their host.  

 

      CHUCK 

  Just don’t ask any questions and follow my lead.  

 

      TERESA 

Do I have moron stamped across my forehead? 

 

    CHUCK 

Please, Lord make her shut up.  



 

    TERESA 

Not a morning person?  

 

Teresa is restless and wanders around the room. There is a large picture over the mantle with an 

extended family.  

 

      TERESA 

  No husband?  

 

      CHUCK 

  No questions. 

 

HERETHEA MORGAN enters the room carrying a tray of food and coffee. She is active, in her 

sixties and doesn’t bother with pleasantries.  

 

      HERETHEA 

  You really think you can pull this one off? 

 

      CHUCK  

  I only get paid if we win.  

 

      HERETHEA 

  You never made us that offer.  

 

      TERESA 

  Your husband was involved in politics?  

 

      HERETHEA 

Quite active. (To Chuck.) You know I’d vote for a Republican before I’d help 

him.  

 

    CHUCK  

He wanted Frye. I could put something out about it after we win. At least kick 

him in the shins a little.  

 

Herethea waves her hands in disgust.  

 

      HERETHEA 

Let me get the checks.  

 

She leaves.    

 

      TERESA 

  Help who out? Is her husband dead or not?  

 



      CHUCK  

We’ll talk about it in the car. She just wanted to eyeball you before she gave us 

the money. Now stop with the questions.  

 

Teresa stalks to the other side of the room. She is looking out a window, then she notices an old 

picture almost hidden by the curtains. A younger Herethea Morgan is beside the podium. She 

knows the man behind it. Teresa spins.  

 

      TERESA 

  You mean she was married to---? 

 

Then she sees that Herethea has entered the room and is handing checks to Chuck.  

 

      HERETHEA 

Now you understand why Chuck beat a path straight to my door. I’m easy money. 

(To Chuck.) I guess it is refreshing to see that she’s surprised. There’s checks 

from a couple of my friends, family, hell even the guy who tends to my flowers. 

Don’t you get the Feds after me.  

 

INT. CAMPAIGN CAR—DAY 

 

Chuck is driving.  

 

      TERESA 

  You didn’t tell me because you knew I wouldn’t do it.  

 

      CHUCK  

They got me started in politics. Way before you and Billy were around. They 

were one hell of a power couple.  

 

    TERESA 

What happened?  

 

    CHUCK  

Right after he was elected to the US Senate, Tom Mantone decided he didn’t need 

his better half any more. That’s when he told his wife of twenty years that he 

wanted a divorce.  

 

    TERESA 

Sounds terribly familiar.  

 

    CHUCK 

Doesn’t it?   

 

INT. TERESA CHAMPAGNE CAMPAIGN OFFICE—NIGHT 

 



The office now has what her old one lacked, energy. It is late by the time Chuck and Teresa walk 

in. There is a camera and lights in one corner.  

 

      CHUCK 

Looks like they’re still setting up. That’ll give you a minute to read over the 

script. 

 

    TERESA 

Script? 

 

    CHUCK 

We’re filming. We’ll do the radio in the morning.  

 

    TERESA 

We’ve been in the car for three days. You could have mentioned this before now.    

 

      CHUCK 

What’s to discuss? We’ve cobbled together enough money for media. Now, we’re 

going to do some media. See if we can shake Billy up a little.  

 

Teresa walks into her office and looks over the script.  

 

      TERESA 

  You expect me to read this?  

 

      CHUCK 

His ex-wife is running against him and they’re not even asking Billy about you 

anymore. We’ve got to change that and we don’t have the time or the money to do 

it any other way. It’s time to reach out and touch Billy.  

 

      TERESA 

  Directly in the groin, I take it? Give me a pencil.  

 

Teresa leans over her desk, scribbling on the sheet of paper. Teresa hands him back the script. 

 

      CHUCK 

  Damn. You just wrote this?  

 

      TERESA 

  No, the guy hiding under my desk did it.  

 

Chuck leads her back into the main room and passes her off to Jody, who touches her up with 

make up and attaches a mic to her. Chuck is bossing around about the placement of lights. They 

blind Teresa and she cannot see what is happening behind them. 

 

      TERESA (To JODY) 



  That cameraman is in a trance or something.  

 

      JODY 

  He’s drunk or stoned, I think.  

 

      TERESA 

  Does Chuck know what he’s doing? 

 

      JODY 

  No.  

 

      CHUCK 

Ladies, enough with the face paint. The equipments rented and the clock is 

ticking. (Pause) Son of a bitch.  

 

Teresa can see someone on the floor. Has the cameraman passed out? 

 

  Teresa go ahead and give us a test read.  

 

      TERESA 

  Are you sure this is the proper way to record a television---? 

 

      CHUCK 

  No discussion. I’ve got to return this equipment before it is missed.  

 

      TERESA 

  You just said it was rented.  

 

Chuck walks toward her, emerging through the glare of lights.  

 

      CHUCK 

  I didn’t want to make you uncomfortable.  

 

      TERESA 

  Why do you suddenly smell like you’ve been boozing it up? 

 

      CHUCK 

  Cause I have. (Produces a flask.) Want a hit?  

 

      TERESA 

  No.  

 

      CHUCK 

I was just being polite. The nervous, uptight bitch ain’t the look we’re going for, 

and we have that previously mentioned time issue. 

 



Teresa takes the flask. She drinks enough to induce a coughing fit. Chuck steps aside.  

 

  Enough?  

 

      OTHERS 

  More! 

 

Again Teresa takes a hit, then Chuck uses his shirttail to wipe running mascara. He scrambles to 

adjust a light 

 

  More! 

 

This time her son, Darrien, delivers the flask.  

 

      DARRIEN 

  Come on, Mom, loosen up and have a little fun.  

 

Teresa drinks once more, composes herself, then they begin recording the commercial. There are 

frequent starts and stops, and lots of laughter.  

 

      VO (THAGGARD) 

The ad was simple. Teresa looked calm, like she was on TV all the time. She said 

the district wasn’t being served, that their power hungry representative was too 

busy in Washington to remember the little people of his district. But the end was 

the zinger.  

 

    TERESA 

The simple fact is that Billy’s doing the same thing to you that he’s already done 

to me, it’s just taking him longer to actually screw over each and every one of 

you. And you know what I don’t quite get? He’s really not that good at it.  

 

INT AND EXT SHOTS OF TERESA CHAMPAGNE AND BILLY CHAMPAGNE 

CAMPAIGNING AT DIFFERENT EVENTS—DAY AND NIGHT 

 

      VO (THAGGARD)  

Suddenly everyone was talking about the race again. And Teresa was everywhere 

at once, attacking the district with an energy no one had seen since a slimmer, 

younger, Billy Champagne had done it fourteen years before. Those of us in the 

media knew the bigger picture. Chuck Lambuth had come out of retirement and lit 

the candidate on fire. If Billy was going back to Washington, it would be with 

claw marks on his face. As for Billy, in public he shrugged off the ad with a smile 

or a joke. That was the most incredible thing about it. The ad generated huge 

buzz. But if Teresa was hoping to break the bubble and get Billy’s famous mouth 

running, strangely enough, the ad failed.  

 

INT. TERESA CHAMPAGNE CAMPAIGN OFFICE—DAY 



 

Teresa, Chuck, Robbie Lee, Jody and Patrick Mosby sit around the table.  

 

      CHUCK 

Billy is not cooperating. We got a little bump in his polls but if he stays in the 

bubble, with the money he’s got, we’re sunk. We’ve got to hit him again.  

 

    TERESA 

  How do you top that ad?  

 

      BOBBIE LEE 

  Somebody could shuck his britches and I could snap a picture of his little penis.  

 

      PATRICK 

Don’t forget money, or lack of it. Hit him now and we’ll have even less for the 

last two months.  

 

    TERESA 

Not to mention I come off looking like a pissed off bitch. (To Chuck) What 

polling data are you talking about? Where are you getting numbers?  

 

    CHUCK 

From Billy.  

 

    TERESA 

He’s being kind enough to share his numbers with us?  

 

    BOBBIE LEE 

I’m balling his pollster.  

 

    TERESA 

Oh dear God.  

 

    BOBBIE LEE 

That’s what she keeps saying. Kind of a big girl, too. I’m not complaining, but 

laying pipe to that woman is work. 

 

    CHUCK 

We’ll have to find more money. We’ve got to hit him again. We’ve got to get 

Billy talking or this thing is already over.  

 

    TERESA 

If Bobbie Lee can get a copy of his polling data then surely he can get his daily 

schedule. (To Bobbie Lee.) But I don’t want to know how you do it. 

 

    CHUCK 



What do you have in mind?  

 

    TERESA 

Get me on the same stage with Billy. I’ll get him talking. (Three different people 

start to object and Teresa waves them off.) Who is better qualified to push his 

buttons than the person who was married to him for twenty years? Hell, I 

probably won’t even have to say anything. I can unhinge him just by being in the 

same room.  

 

    PATRICK 

Lot cheaper than ads.  

 

    BOBBIE LEE 

We’d have to get lucky. Billy’s only making safe, structured appearances with 

lots of white people with perfect hair and whiter teeth. Even if I find out where 

he’s going to be, you’ll still have to crash.  

 

    CHUCK 

Whatever it is, it’ll be a partisan crowd. It could get rough.  

 

    TERESA 

I can handle it.  

 

    CHUCK 

OK. Bobbie Lee, see if you can find us something in the next couple of days. 

Maybe a Chamber meeting or something where I can squeeze out an invite 

without Billy knowing she’ll be there.  Anything else?  

 

    PATRICK 

Billy’s people are renting vans. They’re going after the activists.  

 

    TERESA 

What’s that mean?  

 

    CHUCK  

It means they are supremely confident and they have money to burn. They’re 

going after our base. Patrick, I want a list of preacher’s and activists with asking 

price and backstabbing history. OK. That’s it.  

 

Everyone begins to file out.  

 

      CHUCK 

As crazy as it was, we had total control with the final product when it came to 

those ads. We won’t have that control here, and if we push too hard, your scandal 

trumps his.  

 



    TERESA 

Are you kidding? He cheated on me for years.  

 

    CHUCK 

Look around Teresa, that’s not exactly the worst liability in politics.  

 

INT. VETERANS BLVD HOLIDAY INN—DAY 

 

A ROTARIAN greets Teresa in the lobby and then rushes her toward the meeting room.  

 

      ROTARIAN  

  You tell Chuck he’s gonna get my ass in a real sling for this. 

 

About 150 men are in the room. Billy is at one end of the head table, Teresa is led to the other 

end of it. Billy doesn’t see her.  Camera crews and press start to trickle in. Billy sees the press, 

then sees his ex-wife. Teresa winks at him. The Rotarian who led Teresa in steps up to the mic.  

 

      ROTARIAN 

We’re going to start a minute early since we were lucky enough to land both 

candidates for the Third District’s Congressional Race. (He looks at a sheet of 

paper and begins to read.) Congressman Billy Champagne has served this district 

for fourteen years. He is the head of the Telecommunications Sub-committee and 

serves on the Armed Forces Committee. Should the Republicans hold on to their 

majority this fall then Congressman Champagne is in line to head up the 

Commerce Committee.  (Now he begins to read some pen scribbling off a cocktail 

napkin. His hand is shaking.) We are also joined by his opponent and former wife, 

Teresa Champagne. She was married to Billy Champagne for twenty years and 

actively served in their campaigns and in Washington. They have one son, 

Darrien, who is a student at Tulane and is active in his mother’s campaign. Let’s 

start with Congressman Champagne.  

 

Rotarians are taking interest. Billy grabs the podium like he wants to move it somewhere else.  

 

      BILLY 

First of all, I’d like to than, you… ahhh…. Champ, for those kind words and for 

allowing me to join you today. You know, if I’d have known we were having a 

debate today I’d have come better prepared. (Billy laughs. No one else does.)  

 

Rod Thaggard appears in the back of the room as Billy stumbles through a speech.  

 

      VO (THAGGARD)  

I got out to Metairie just in time to see Billy give one of the most disjointed, 

unorganized speeches I’d ever seen. He kept looking over at Teresa like she might 

go after him with a butter knife. People in the crowd cringed, seeing something no 

one could remember, the mighty Champagne Billy had come uncorked.  

 



    BILLY 

So that’s how I’ll leave you today. You know, I got no control over what she’s 

about to say. You saw those ads. She’s mad as hell. And, I’ve run a little long and 

I’m going to have to leave. Thanks again.  

 

A smattering of applause as Billy goes down the table away from Teresa, slapping a few backs 

then walking out. A few reporters make toward him but Billy waves them off, making it clear he 

will answer no questions. Teresa steps to the podium. Cameras that had been following Billy’s 

exit turn to her.  

 

      TERESA 

I shared a bed with that man for twenty years and now I can’t even get him to 

share a microphone. (Pause.) I know father time takes a toll on all of us, but do I 

really look that bad?  

 

Teresa steps out from behind the podium and does a quick turn. Silence for one moment, then the 

crowd erupts. A few men whistle. Teresa begins to speak, obviously improvising.  

 

Anybody know how he got that name? Not the story his people put out. The real 

story. (No answer.)  Following law school Billy enlisted in the Reserves, then got 

a deferment to a supply battalion. At Fort Polk they taped the recruits names on 

their helmets last name first. So, to those master sergeants, he was Champagne 

Billy. He wasn’t the soldier type, his hands are softer than mine, and I know those 

officers spent a lot of time yelling that name at him, only it was usually after some 

infraction or because he couldn’t do something. Years later we were on the 

campaign trail and one of those sergeants was in the crowd. He started yelling at 

Billy by the name he knew Billy by. I guess Billy was still scared of those 

sergeants because it was all I could do to hold him up there at that podium. Maybe 

he thought that man would make him drop and give him twenty push-ups or 

something. Anyway, then the crowd takes it up, chanting that name, Champagne 

Billy, Champagne Billy.  

 

    VO (THAGGARD)  

Until that moment, Billy had worn that name like a badge, only now his ex-wife 

was showing us the tin beneath the shiny surface. The crowd loved her. She was 

forthright, bright-eyed. She worked in a few issues, but just when they started to 

lose interest, out would come another story about Billy. Something funny. 

Something that also managed to bring him down a notch or two. A few of the 

stories were even vicious. The press loved her, too. Because they knew they 

finally had their fight. Teresa was letting all of us know that she was gunning for 

his seat, and she wasn’t playing by the rules anymore.   

      

 

INT. TERESA CHAMPAGNE HEADQUARTERS—DAY 

 



Teresa walks into the room expecting high fives and applause. You could hear a pin drop. Chuck 

is waiting for her, he looks like he is ready to explode.  

 

      CHUCK 

It was too much. Too aggressive. Way too much. And then challenging him to a 

debate at the end? Have you lost your mind? Yeah, we ambushed him but a 

debate? For all his bluster Billy knows policy. He would eat you alive in a debate. 

 

      JODY 

  Chuck, you told her to get in his pocket.  

 

      CHUCK 

  I didn’t tell her to act like a pissed off ex-wife.  

 

      TERESA 

You said we needed him out of the bubble. Trust me, he’ll stew in it for a few 

hours then his mouth is running like Carl Lewis. 

 

    CHUCK 

Why didn’t you just go up there and flash your tits? That’s about as much 

credibility as we’re going to have following this whack job strategy.  

 

    TERESA 

I’m beginning to understand why you’re so desperate for a date.  

 

    CHUCK 

Desperate and out of my mind for getting involved in this half assed campaign.  

 

    TERESA 

You said get him out of the bubble. He’s out! 

 

    CHUCK 

Then you better duck, sister, cause we both know what’s coming next.  

 

Chuck storm out. Teresa angrily wipes away tears.  

 

      JODY  

Chuck wants the debate. He wants that more than anything else.  

 

    TERESA 

The bastard has a crazy way of showing it.  

 

    JODY 

A few weeks ago Chuck had a kitty cat for a candidate. He wants you angry. Self 

righteous. Only it has to be real emotion. 

 



    TERESA 

Are you saying he’s playing me?  

 

    JODY 

Chuck playing his candidate? Always.   

 

INT ROOSEVELT HOTEL SUITE—NIGHT 

 

A palatial suite. Billy is eating, attacking blue crabs with a hammer. His staff flinches with each 

blow.  

 

      BILLY 

You people need to get out of those Bourbon Street nudie bars and back in this 

campaign. All this money I’m spending and she’s closing on me? (Pause) Stay in 

the bubble, you experts tell me. Ignore her, stay above the fray. (Pounds the 

hammer on a crab until nothing is left to eat.) Any of you experts a proctologist? 

Cause I want to know how I’m supposed to ignore the ex-wife who wants to steal 

my seat when she’s got her head shoved up my ass?  

 

Billy throws the hammer across the room then stalks to the door to his bedroom.  

 

      CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

If that’s how you want to play it then we need to stop her momentum. I want 

permission to hit her. 

 

Billy does not turn around.  

 

      BILLY  

  The thing with the grass?  

 

      CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

  A lot harder than that.  

 

      BILLY  

  You’ve set it up right? It won’t come back on me?  

 

      CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

It’ll be a leak. Outside of you, there’s no one who can refute the story. 

 

Billy opens the bedroom door. Whatever he sees in there pleases him. He’s almost smiling when 

he turns around.  

 

      BILLY 

  Do whatever you got to do. Just get her off my ass.  

 

EXT. STREET—DAY  



 

Teresa is jogging near her house in the pre dawn gloom. Chuck finds her.  

 

      CHUCK  

  We’ve shown movement in his polls.  

 

      TERESA 

  That’s good, right?  

 

      CHUCK  

  We’ve got to get you out of sight. You need to pack a bag for a few nights.  

 

       TERESA 

  You’ve got the Feds after me.  

 

      CHUCK  

  You know better than that. The press.  

 

Chuck shows her a newspaper. “Teresa Champagne had College Abortion” is the screaming 

headline. Teresa doubles over like she has been hit in the gut. 

 

      CHUCK 

  Billy’s used that byline for years. The national press will be on it in a few hours.  

 

      TERESA 

  But it was so long ago. I didn’t think he was capable of this. Why? 

 

      CHUCK 

Because it is a flashpoint issue all over the country. Because you live in a heavily 

catholic district and over sixty percent of our voters are opposed to it. And 

because he has just made it the cornerstone issue of this race.  

 

    TERESA 

What are we going to do?  

 

    CHUCK 

Best thing I can come up with. We’re going to hide.  

 

INT. BEST WESTERN HOTEL—BEAUMONT TEXAS—DAY 

 

It is late afternoon. Teresa is jogging around a nearby park. Chuck is watching her from a 

distance.  

 

      VO (THAGGARD)  

Like any good scandal Billy hit her in two waves. The other shoe dropped later in 

the day in the form of a national story featuring hospital paperwork by one Daniel 



Coker, a professor Teresa worked for. Coker had taken Teresa for the abortion. 

He paid for the abortion. The article insinuated that the professor had gotten 

Teresa pregnant. Seven months later Teresa had married Billy Champagne. The 

campaign was now a national soap opera. The pundits, the press, the public, they 

all ate it up.  

 

Teresa jogs up and Chuck directs her into his room. A TV with a recorder is set up. Chuck points 

to a chair.  

 

      TERESA 

  What’s this?  

 

      CHUCK  

  What we’ll hit back with. 

 

A boxing match comes on the screen.  

 

      TERESA  

He hits me with an affair with an older man and an abortion and I hit back with a 

boxing match? 

 

    CHUCK  

Heavyweight Championship in Atlantic City three years after you and Billy got to 

Washington.  

 

The fighters tangle in the ropes and the action slows down. There, on the second row, is a 

younger Billy Champagne. He isn’t even watching the fight. He’s pawing all over the woman 

sitting next to him.  

 

Its not the worst thing in the world but it is disgusting enough and it throws the 

mud back in Billy’s face.  

 

Teresa is suddenly crying. She gets up to leave. Chuck takes her arm, they stare at each other for 

a moment, then he kisses her. She immediately slaps him.  

 

  Now I know you can hit harder than that.  

 

      TERESA 

  I mean it, Chuck. This is all a joke. I am a joke. Twenty years! 

 

      CHUCK  

  There are better men in this world than Champagne Billy.  

 

      TERESA 

  What I just saw. What is happening to me. 

 



He kisses her again.  She doesn’t kiss him back much but she doesn’t slap him either.   

   

    CHUCK 

You already know I don’t play fair.  

 

    TERESA 

Please stop.  

 

He kisses her again. This time she kisses him back, and Chuck kicks the hotel room door shut.  

 

INT. HOTEL ROOM—DAY  

 

It is morning. Chuck is dressed and he’s gone out for food and coffee. Teresa is in a robe.  

 

      TERESA 

  You know I know what this was?  

 

      CHUCK  

  This? 

 

      TERESA 

  I’ve gotten knocked down. Now you’re building me up.  

 

Chuck laughs.  

 

      CHUCK  

I didn’t join your campaign for your political beliefs. I think my compensation 

plan clearly reflects that.  

 

    TERESA 

How come you didn’t ask me more details about the abortion? 

 

    CHUCK  

What’s to ask? Like you’re the first coed to sleep with a professor?  

 

    TERESA 

I didn’t sleep with Coker. Billy was the father.  

 

Chuck almost spills his coffee.  

 

      CHUCK  

  But the hospital paperwork was legit. Coker paid for the--. 

 

      TERESA 

Billy was too young. By bringing Coker in to it I could get the thing done without 

having to go to my parents. Coker was gay. He never laid a hand on me.   



 

    CHUCK 

So we find the professor---. Wait a minute. Billy’s people would have thought of 

that and set something up. Coker’s either dead or on a long vacation paid for by 

Billy Champagne.  

 

    TERESA 

Daniel hated Billy. I figure Daniel must already be dead.  

 

    CHUCK  

Still ought to put Bobbie Lee on it.  

 

    TERESA 

Where in the world did you dig up that guy?  

 

    CHUCK 

He was a political operative for Sprewell.  

 

    TERESA 

The televangelist who got caught with the hookers.? 

 

    CHUCK 

Don’t ever make jokes about that. He was very committed to that cause.  

 

    TERESA 

He needs to be committed period. So are we just gonna sit in this hotel room all 

day?  

 

    CHUCK 

I was hoping for an encore.  

 

    TERESA 

I don’t know a lot about two stepping but doesn’t this go beyond a few dances.  

 

    CHUCK  

Vertical, horizontal, what’s the difference?  

 

    TERESA 

Think about this cowboy, what if we don’t win? Then I guess you’d be in debt to 

me?  

 

    CHUCK 

That wouldn’t be such a bad thing.  

 

INT. NAPOLEAN HOUSE, FRENCH QUARTER—DAY 

 



Chuck Lambuth sits alone in a courtyard. Rod Thaggard walks in, then weaves his way to the 

table.  

 

      CHUCK 

  You plan on writing anything else about this campaign other than the abortion?  

 

      ROD 

Not unless you guys can get Billy to agree to that debate. She might as well have 

come out and said she supports gun control. Wait until you see what I got for 

tomorrow. Remember that pro-choice governor from Vermont who got the bull’s 

blood thrown all over him? Those female shock troops called God’s Children? 

Well, that bunch of kooks is apparently headed this way and they have your girl in 

their crosshairs.     

 

    CHUCK 

What about some good old fashioned adultery? Would you be interested in that?  

 

    ROD 

You gotta do better than that. Corporate at the paper says Billy is off limits to the 

low rent political games.  

 

    CHUCK  

Got to love a free press. Say, how’d that Crescent Casino thing finally play out?  

 

    ROD 

(Drops his head for a long pause.) You were my snitch? 

 

    CHUCK 

Pagatorre got fifteen. What about Munson?  

 

    ROD 

The same.  

 

    CHUCK  

Reporter uncovers the biggest money laundering scheme in state history. It’s a 

wonder some mobster didn’t kill you out of spite. You know, some kid trying to 

make his bones.  

 

    ROD 

I think about that every morning when I crank my car. How in the hell did you get 

in the middle of that?  

 

    CHUCK  

Local politician on their payroll who grew a conscience. He was willing to go up 

the river for a nickel or so but knew his family would pay if they ever tracked it 

back to him. So he approached me, and I fed it to you. 



 

    ROD 

Who was it? Was it Munson? Algereo?  

 

    CHUCK 

Algereo. Died playing shuffleboard in the middle of a nine month stint over in 

Florida. Funny thing is: I don’t think the mob did it.  

 

Chuck empties a sack on the table. A CD.  

 

      ROD 

  That’s the adultery?  

 

      CHUCK  

Don’t get too caught up watching the fight. I got something else too, if you’re 

interested. (Pause.) What if I told you Coker wasn’t the father?  

 

    ROD 

She got pregnant by another guy and then made Coker deal with it? Why would 

you want me to break that? (Answers his own question.) Billy was under the age 

of medical consent. Her boyfriend got her pregnant. The same man who would go 

on to become her husband.    

 

 

    CHUCK 

The professor helped her out of a bad spot.  

 

    ROD 

You’ve got no proof.  

 

    CHUCK 

And no professor.  

 

    ROD 

Some lead you’re giving me.  

 

Rod Thaggard gets up to leave.  

 

      CHUCK 

  Aren’t you forgetting something?  

 

Rod Thaggard holds up a hand for Chuck to toss it to him. Chuck looks at his own bare hands 

and shakes his head.  

 

  I don’t think so.  

 



EXT. METARIE PUBLIC LIBRARY—DAY  

 

Teresa is back on the campaign trail. A group of reporters surround her.  

 

      REPORTER #1 

Do you have a comment about the salacious video of Billy at that 1992 boxing 

match? 

 

    TERESA 

My campaign says I have no comment.  

 

    REPORTER #2 

And what do you say?  

 

    TERESA 

I’d say it looked like Billy was trying to remove her tonsils with his tongue and if 

I’d known about it then he’d have been the one getting knocked out.  

 

    REPORTER #3 

At every stop, in every speech, you are challenging Billy to a debate. Any 

response?  

 

    TERESA 

None. If I’m the lightweight they make me out to be then what does he have to be 

so scared of? Why don’t you guys ask Billy why he is scared to debate his ex-

wife? 

 

    VOICE 

What about Riley Peters?  

 

Teresa knows this is the reporter who broke the abortion story. His name is Michael Haverty, and 

she knows who he got that story from. She isn’t sure where this is going. 

 

      TERESA 

  Excuse me?  

 

      HAVERTY 

Riley Peters. Do you have a man by that name working for you? AKA Riley 

Mitchell, Riley Patrick---. 

 

    TERESA  

I have many volunteers working for me. I don’t know anyone by those names.  

 

    HAVERTY 

AKA Robbie Lee or Bobbie Lee. Currently wanted by the Feds under four 

different indictments.  



 

    TERESA 

Sounds like a lovely fellow. I don’t know him.  

 

    REPORTER #4 

You going to Madam Lasuer’s party tonight?  

 

    TERESA 

I guess the Madam doesn’t want my kind of fireworks at her big party. I didn’t 

score an invite.  

 

    HAVERTY  

(Shoves a picture in her face. It is clearly Bobbie Lee.) Just for the record. This 

man is not working for you?  

 

    TERESA 

No. I’ve never seen that man before.    

 

EXT. ARBY’S PARKING LOT—DAY  

 

Teresa is leaning against the trunk of the car. Chuck is standing close.  

 

      TERESA 

  Four indictments? Is it tax stuff?  

 

      CHUCK 

  Sort of. He staged his own death.  

 

      TERESA 

  Why?  

 

      CHUCK 

  Hated his wife and he doesn’t believe in divorce.  

 

      TERESA 

  Divorce is bad but it is morally OK to play dead?  

 

      CHUCK 

His wife saw him in a burger joint drive-through four months after they put him 

six feet under. Don’t worry about Bobbie, they’re not going to find him. Did you 

mouth off about Madam Lasuer’s party?  

 

    TERESA  

Yes.  

 

    CHUCK 



A reporter called her to find out why you were not invited and now you are… 

invited.  

 

    TERESA 

And I have nothing to wear.  

 

    CHUCK 

Joke about it if you want but that is Billy’s crowd. It might get uncomfortable.  

 

    TERESA 

Especially with me having no date and being the dumped ex-wife.  

 

    CHUCK 

Don’t look at me. That’s not part of our agreement.  

 

    TERESA  

I’d declare the stupid agreement null and void but I don’t want to break your 

heart. 

 

    CHUCK  

One romp in the sack and you’re suddenly sure of yourself.  

 

    TERESA 

Just one romp. Maybe that’s the problem.  

 

    CHUCK 

Right now you need to be focused on winning, not making things more 

complicated.  

 

    TERESA 

Me? You were the one who wouldn’t stop, remember? (Pause) I need to know 

something. I need an honest answer. Are you still going to come looking for me 

after this thing is over? 

 

    CHUCK 

Hell yes if we win, and probably if we lose.  

 

    TERESA 

You got a tuxedo that doesn’t come with shit kickers and a goofy hat?  

 

    CHUCK 

What are you so mad about? OK, I know I’m keeping my distance a little. I’ve 

pretty much guaranteed you we would win. And now I find myself having 

feelings for you and it is making things kind of---.  

 

    TERESA  



Stop trying to justify everything. I’m going to a party to face my ex and his 

twenty year old arm candy. I don’t want to go alone and at this late date you’re all 

I got. You have a tuxedo or not?  

 

    CHUCK 

I’ll rent one. But I’m wearing the shit kickers.     

 

INT. MADAM LASUER’S PARTY—NIGHT 

 

The massive foyer in a grand old home. Chuck and Teresa are there. Billy and his date are on 

their other side of the crowded foyer. Chuck wanders off for drinks while an older woman 

approaches Teresa. The woman palms Teresa a check.  

 

      WOMAN 

Five thousand from me and the kids. (Tilts her head at a nearby back.) He doesn’t 

know. 

 

    TERESA  

It’ll show up in the election reports.  

 

    WOMAN 

You’ll have spent it by then. We’ve spent plenty on his little special causes. He’s 

been screwing around on me for years but with these crooked New Orleans judges 

a woman has to be careful. I’m too old to be broke and alone in this world.  

 

    TERESA 

It’s not too bad.  

 

    WOMAN 

I saw the man you came in with, sweetheart. Yes, it seems like you’re having a 

real struggle.  

 

Thaggard finds himself standing next to Billy Champagne as they wait in the drink line. They are 

watching Chuck Lambuth, who is downing a drink before ordering another.  

 

      BILLY 

Guy ought to use a pump, huh Champ? (Then recognizes Thaggard.)  Hey, great 

boxing story, asshole. I guess you just happened to be watching boxing 

championships from the eighties when you spotted me?  

 

    THAGGARD 

ESPN Classic. 

 

    BILLY 



Well, your ass is about to frozen out of any politics. When I’m done, you’ll be 

lucky to cover the Tangipahoa Parish Flood Board Meetings. Hey, this thing is 

supposed to be closed to the press anyway. How’d you get in here? 

 

The polite tapping of silverware against crystal turned all heads to the second floor landing, 

where Chuck Lambuth now stood.  

 

      BILLY 

  Damn it. Took me ten years to get this invite. 

 

Chuck points at Billy  

 

      CHUCK  

That man is running scared! Running from the woman he was married to for 

twenty years because he knows she is smarter than he is, she’s more likable than 

he is, she knows people better than he does, and because he knows she had more 

to do with him getting elected than he did.  

 

    SOCIETY LADY 

Elected? She’s letting politicians in here?  

 

EXT MADAM LASUER’S MANSION—NIGHT  

 

A security officer leads Billy and his date and Chuck and Teresa onto the front porch. Billy stays 

behind to plead with Madam Lasuer. Chuck and Teresa head down the front walk.  

 

      TERESA 

Outside humiliation, getting us kicked out of a high society party accomplishes 

what exactly? 

 

      CHUCK 

  I’m not quite done yet.  

 

      TERESA 

  Chuck, no! 

 

Chuck pulls her toward a bored looking group of reporters as he calls to them.  

 

      CHUCK 

  Now he’s getting her thrown out of parties because he is scared to debate her! 

 

      REPORTER #1 

  Who is he? Scared to debate whom?  

 

These are not the front line press troops.  

 



      REPORTER #2 

  That’s Teresa Champagne.  

 

      REPORTER #3 

  Who is she running against? 

 

Camera lights start to come on. The reporters are glad to have something to do.  

 

      CHUCK  

Champagne Billy, you know, the guy in the nice Italian suits? Well he is terrified, 

absolutely terrified of his poor ex-wife. (Nudges Teresa) Tell them. Tell them 

what he did to you in there.  

 

    TERESA (Stammering) 

I…I bought this new dress.  

 

    REPORTER #1 

Who are you wearing?  

 

    TERESA 

Prada. Thing cost me a fortune. I just thought it would be fun to see how the other 

half lived, if only for a night. And Billy had them throw me out. I didn’t even say 

anything about the debate.  

 

Chuck Lambuth points to a kid who is leaning against a Lincoln Town Car.  

 

      CHUCK  

That guy works for Billy. Ask him why the powerful congressman is so scared of 

debating his ex-wife.  

 

Cameras turn toward the kid, who is Billy’s driver.  

 

      DRIVER 

  I got no friggin idea! 

 

      CHUCK  

There’s a press association debate October 2
nd

, and the people of this district 

deserve to hear from both of their candidates, but Billy isn’t man enough to show 

up. Do you know why Billy isn’t man enough?  

 

    DRIVER 

I go where I’m told. I don’t have a lot to do with---. 

 

    CHUCK 

Stop stalling. We’ve all had more than enough of Billy Champagne’s stalling.  

Is he coming to the debate or not? 



 

    DRIVER 

Damn right he’ll be there. Billy’s not scared to debate anyone! 

 

    CHUCK 

You people heard it. I hope Billy will honor this promise to debate because he 

sure didn’t want an exchange of ideas in there.  

 

Teresa and Chuck walk away.  

 

      VO (THAGGARD) 

A few days after the party stunt Billy formally accepted the press associations 

invitation to the debate. An outside poll commissioned by media outlets put 

Teresa eleven points behind Billy, which was not good news for the powerful 

incumbent, since he’d been running ads for months and Teresa had not even 

ramped up her media push.  

 

INT. TERESA CHAMPAGNE CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTERS—DAY 

 

They have just finished a staff meeting. Teresa pulls Bobbie Lee aside. 

 

      VO (THAGGARD)  

But among likely voters the abortion issue was hurting Teresa. Pro-Life special 

interest groups had descended on the Third District in force, and they were 

making their presence felt.   

   

    TERESA 

I need some names with faces for the debate, but you can’t tell Chuck anything 

about it.  

 

    BOBBIE LEE 

Sounds like fun.  

 

    TERESA 

It’ll only be pictures that I’ll need you to get for me. Of certain people. With their 

clothes on. It would really make it easier for me if they had their clothes on.  

 

EXT. TERESA CHAMPAGNE CAMPAIGNING—DAY AND NIGHT 

 

Teresa working hard for votes.  

 

      VO (THAGGARD) 

Teresa kept up a pace that would kill most people. Each night they rehearsed for 

the debate. She hunted money, gave speeches, sat before editorial boards, went to 

grand openings, stood near streetlights with a sign, worked family reunions, and 

on a Saturday night, reportedly walked the mighty Ju-Ju into the ground as she 



climbed all over Tiger Stadium asking fans for their vote. That next morning she 

visited eight different churches. Then on Monday, the day of the crucial debate, 

Teresa Champagne fainted.  

 

EXT. WALMART PARKING LOT—DAY  

 

Teresa is laid out on the back seat. Teresa’s POV. Everything is hazy.  

 

      CHUCK’S VOICE 

  Where was she? 

 

      JU-JU 

  Plate lunch fundraiser for a local fire department.  

 

      CHUCK  

Any press see it?  

 

    JU-JU 

Don’t think so, but four firefighters fought over who got to give her mouth to 

mouth. A first responder said it looked like a classic case of exhaustion. Said we 

still need to get her checked out.  

 

    CHUCK 

The debate starts in four hours. We don’t show and we never get another shot at 

Champagne Billy. What’s with that stupid grin on her face?  

 

    JU-JU 

Doped to hell and back.  

 

    CHUCK 

On the day of the debate? 

 

    JU-JU 

Yep. And knowing you, I suspect it was a debate we committed several crimes to 

get. 

 

INT. PONCHATOULA HIGHSCHOOL—NIGHT 

 

A dark classroom. Teresa and Chuck are alone. Abortion activists can be heard chanting outside.  

She has her head in his lap. He wakes her with a kiss. She slowly sits up.  

 

      CHUCK 

  Its time. You ready?  

 

Teresa shakes her head.  

 



  If you go out there what that look on your face we might as well quit now.  

 

      TERESA 

  Take me somewhere.  

 

      CHUCK  

  Where?  

 

      TERESA 

  Somewhere with no voters or cameras or issues. Just somewhere away from here.  

 

      CHUCK 

I’m going to say something very important. If you have ever listened to me, and 

I’m not sure you have, I want you to listen to me right now.  You ready?  

 

She nods.  

 

(He gets right in her face and screams.) I want you to go out there and kick his 

ass! (Teresa falls off the desk and retreats.) Don’t you dare pull that doe eyed shit 

after everything we’ve done to get to this point.  

 

    TERESA 

My head.  

 

    CHUCK 

The last thing we need right now is for you to go out there and look like a victim.   

 

    TERESA 

Stop yelling! Get the hell away from me.  

 

    CHUCK 

That’s better. Louder! 

 

She screams.  

 

  That’ll have to be good enough. All right, let’s go debate your ex-husband.  

 

INT. PONCHATOULA HIGHSCHOOL AUDITORIUM—NIGHT  

 

The crowd is buzzing as Teresa and Chuck arrive in the wings of the stage. They can see Billy on 

the other side. Introductions begin. Crowd can’t see the candidates. Billy gives a jovial wave. 

Chuck shoots him the bird. Billy’s people laugh.  

 

      CHUCK (right in her ear) 

You’re nothing but a big joke to them. Your campaign is a joke. Just like your 

twenty year marriage. (Teresa’s head swivels toward Chuck.) Have I lit the fire?  



 

    TERESA 

It’s roaring. 

 

    CHUCK 

(Pushes her onto the stage.) Then go get him.  

 

Billy comes in from his side, arms apart like he might hug her, which she wards off with a long 

distance handshake, then she practically falls into her podium. She tries to calm herself. She tries 

to think past the pounding in her head. The moderator is droning on about the rules. Teresa 

retrieves a stack of glossy photos from under her podium. She begins flipping through them, then 

looking for the corresponding faces in the crowd.   

 

    VO (THAGGARD) 

Teresa Champagne challenged her ex-husband that night like no one ever had. 

She challenged him in a way that only someone who had intimate knowledge of 

what made him tick could…. 

 

    BILLY 

Eric is my handler now. He travels with me all the time. He helps me get places, 

he keeps me straight. That doesn’t mean that Eric is qualified to be a 

Congressman.  

 

    TERESA 

Does Eric iron your underwear, too? Billy is making it sound like it is so hard to 

have all these people waiting on you. A staff of ten. And I was called a wife back 

then, not a handler. I drove so he could sleep. I begged for money when he 

thought was beneath him to do so. I made the speeches he didn’t want to make. I 

read some of the more complex bills and simplified them down to one-pagers so 

he didn’t have to strain himself too bad trying to understand them. And I did all of 

this while raising a son and ironing someone’s underwear cause he doesn’t like it 

when they get all bunched up.  

 

    VO (THAGGARD)  

She easily won over the crowd. Then Billy’s people countered…. 

 

    HAVERTY 

Ms. Champagne, can you clarify your position on abortion.  

 

    VO (THAGGARD)  

You know Chuck had her ready for the question. But when she was faced with it, 

Teresa could not find an answer. And then, for most of the hour after that, Teresa 

stumbled on every question she got. She was off. She was lost. And I was pretty 

sure any chance to win the race was lost, too. She kept staggering along until 

someone asked a question about out if state political contributions.  

 



    BILLY 

She’s making a big deal about the out of state money. Look, I’ve gone up to DC 

and made something of myself and that helps Louisiana and the Third District. 

Look, Champ, the people here at home are the only folks that matter to me. The 

citizens of this great state I serve. 

 

Teresa leaves her podium and walks toward the edge of the stage.  

 

  Ahh, Champ, what’s she doing?  

 

      TERESA (Points into audience) 

There. Grey suit. Fifth row. That man and his family gave you over fifteen 

thousand dollars. 

 

    MODERATOR 

Ms. Champagne, please return to your podium.  

 

    BILLY  

Champ, we got rules we agreed to here.  

 

    TERESA  

A thousand from the suit, the kids, uncles, aunts, his mother, cousins, it is all 

legal, all fifteen thousand dollars of it.  

 

    BILLY (To MODERATOR) 

You best get her under control.  

 

    TERESA 

I have just one question about the donation, Billy.  

 

    MODERATOR 

Congressman you do not have to answer any question that is not posed by--- 

 

    TERESA 

The powerful Champagne Billy is scared of one little question from his poor, 

unqualified---. 

 

    BILLY  

Ask it! 

 

    TERESA (Pointing at donor) 

What is his name?  

 

Billy cocks his head to one side like he does not hear the question.  

 



Fifteen large this man from your great state of Louisiana has given you and I;m 

just curious to see if you know his name. 

 

Billy gives his famous grin and shields his eyes against the spotlights.  

 

      MODERATOR 

  We will take the next question from Rod Thaggard.  

 

      TERESA 

  I’m pretty sure it isn’t Champ. 

 

The donor is trying to mouth his name to Billy.  

 

      BILLY  

  This is nothing but a joke. I can hardly see that man. Let’s move on. 

 

      TERESA 

I figured you’d say that. Front row, tan pants, white shirt, casual cool. This 

gentleman has given you over twenty thousand dollars. In fact, he is here because 

you invited him to a special reception following the debate for a select group of 

your donors. Surely, for twenty thousand dollars, you can remember that man’s 

name.  

 

    MODERATOR 

Ms. Champagne. Return to your seat. Stop right now, or this debate will be halted.  

 

    TERESA 

Let me make it interesting for you, Billy. Tell me his name right now and I’ll drop 

out of the race. Right here. Right now. Tell me his name with no help from 

anyone else and I’m done. 

 

Billy hungrily eyes the donor.  

 

      BILLY 

  His name is… This is absurd.  

 

      TERESA 

  Jenkins. Nolan Jenkins.  

 

      BILLY  

I know that! That’s Nolan. I know Nolan and his people. Good people. Good 

Louisiana people. With these lights I can hardly see, that’s all.  

 

      TERESA 

Then how about right here in front of me. Second row. (Stage lights dim.) There’ 

you can see him perfectly. Eleven thousand dollars. Give me his name right now 



and this race is over. (Waits while Billy studies him.) His first name starts with a 

C.  

 

    BILLY  

Be quiet, woman! It is Charles.  

 

    TERESA 

Halfway there. (Billy begins to grin.) You think you got it?  

 

    BILLY  

Jenkins. Charles Jenkins. 

 

Teresa does her best game show host impersonation.  

 

    TERESA     

That’s Jenkins back there, Billy. Nolan Jenkins, remember? This man is Jacko. 

Charles Jacko.  

 

Stunned silence.  

 

      MODERATOR 

  All right. We’ll move on with a question from---. 

 

      BILLY  

Move on! Move on? After that stunt! The lights were too bright I don’t see well at 

night. (Pounds his hand on the podium.) This debate is over! 

 

Billy’s handlers rush him off the stage as the nearly riotous crowd rushes toward Teresa.  

 

INT. PONCHATOULA HIGHSCHOOL CLASSROOM—NIGHT  

 

Chuck and Teresa are back where they started. She is flushed and shaky at what she just did. He 

is stunned.  

 

      TERESA 

  You’re angry at me?  

 

      CHUCK  

I just wanted a date with a good looking woman. Suddenly your looks are like 

your fourth best attribute. But why the money? I know you had a reason. Why 

risk the whole campaign to attack his money? 

 

    TERESA 

I wanted to get the press involved again.  

 

    CHUCK 



You already had CNN covering a congressional debate. No. 

 

    TERESA  

I was trying to change the focus of the race.  

 

    CHUCK  

You could have shot him and the abortion issue will not go away. Why attack the 

money this late?  

 

    TERESA 

Billy was having a party for his bigwigs tonight. Bobbie Lee told us about it a few 

weeks ago. A reception after the debate.  

 

    CHUCK 

Teresa, my candidate just offered to quit the race if some asshole could remember 

one guy’s name. My mind is kind of fried. Spell it out.  

 

    TERESA 

There is no such thing as a reception in politics.  

 

She waits for him to get it.  

 

      CHUCK 

  So it was a fundraiser. So what? 

 

      TERESA 

After what just happened would you give Billy more money? Hell, would you 

even go to the fundraiser? 

 

    CHUCK 

Billy’s got plenty of money.  

 

    TERESA 

He’s been investing in races in other states for months. Currying favor. This was 

before we made our move. Now he’s running ads like crazy and to stay on at his 

current levels he’s going to need more money. The party tonight was a fundraiser. 

They’re not having it for kicks. They’re doing it out of need. I figured it out. Here 

in the last crucial days of the race, the mighty Champagne Billy is running short 

of cash.    

 

EXT. PAT O BRIEN’S COURTYARD—NIGHT  

 

The famous courtyard is packed. Looking over the shoulder of a big man as he weaves his way 

through the crowd until he comes to a table with four women. The women were pro-life 

picketers at the debate and at many of Teresa’s public appearances. The big man, Bobbie Lee, 

delivers a tray of drinks the table and sits down.  



 

      BOBBIE LEE 

  It’s called a Hurricane.  

 

      CYNTHIA 

  Does it have alcohol in it?  

 

      BOBBIE LEE 

Hell yes. (Judges their reactions.) Normally. Those there I brought ya’ll are virgin 

drinks.  

        

INT. SANTA MONICA MANSION—NIGHT  

 

Massive windows frame the full moon. Two men stare at it, Benson Yerger with his white hair 

and commanding build, and a young aide.  

 

      AIDE 

  Sir, what do you want to do about the problem in Louisiana?  

 

      BENSON 

That’s why I am standing here thinking. I was told all this time that Louisiana 

wasn’t going to be a problem.  

 

    AIDE 

We thought she wasn’t. He has let her back in through his stupidity. And then, of 

course, she said what she said. 

 

    BENSON  

Well, it will have to be handled. If a place like Louisiana took that kind of step, 

could you imagine what it would mean for everyone else? Tell them to fuel up 

Freedom 2. Forget Ohio. We’re going to New Orleans. We’ll leave right now.  

 

INT. TERESA CHAMPAGNE CAMPAIGN OFFICE—NIGHT 

 

The sun has set on another busy day. The key staff, save Bobbie Lee, are all there. Darrien is 

talking into a phone, when Chuck nods at him Darrien turns the phone around to the crowd, turns 

on the speaker, and hangs up the handset.  

 

      BOBBIE LEE (OS) 

  I’ve got good news, bad news, and great news.  

 

      CHUCK 

  You sound like you’re at a bar.  

 

      BOBBIE LEE (OS)  

  I am but I’m working.  



 

      CHUCK 

  We’ll take the good, the bad and the great in that order.  

 

      BOBBIE LEE (OS)  

Good news is I’m working on something special on the abortion front. A 

spectacle that will divert the press for at least a day, maybe two, and send some of 

these rats scurrying for cover. Bad news is Teresa said something on the trail she 

shouldn’t have today.  

 

    TERESA 

I stayed on script.  

 

    BOBBIE LEE (OS) 

She’s on tape saying she wants to take away handguns. A couple of outlets 

already got it. No way to stop it.  

 

    TERESA 

I said consider. I was consoling a grieving mother who lost her son to a random 

shooting and I said consider. Besides, there was no press around. Only her family.  

 

    BOBBIE LEE (OS)  

Sound quality on it wasn’t great. I’m betting it was recorded with a cell, maybe 

extended family or someone who was hovering nearby, then sold it to the media 

or to Billy’s people.  

 

    TERESA 

You’ve got to be kidding me.  

 

    CHUCK 

Where’s Yerger? Don’t tell me that crazy old bat is coming to town. 

 

    PATRICK 

This late in the game his schedule is locked down. He’ll be hitting races 

elsewhere. Ohio was what I heard. They may send a proxy, but we don’t have to 

worry about Benson Yerger making an appearance as God.  

 

    BOBBIE LEE (OS) to someone else 

We need another round of hurricanes for my table, Virgins.  

 

      CHUCK  

Virgin Hurricanes?  

 

    BOBBIE LEE (OS) 

Well hell, boss, the drinks ain’t virgins and neither are these women I’m feeding 

them to.  



 

    CHUCK 

All right, Bobbie Lee, I could sure use that great news right now.  

 

    BOBBIE LEE 

Billy’s people just got a new set of numbers. We’ve made up more ground in their 

polling.  

 

    CHUCK  

How much?  

 

    BOBBIE LEE 

Let’s just say we’re getting as close to that man as---. 

 

    CHUCK   

How much, Bobbie Lee?  

 

    BOBBIE LEE  

One point outside the margin.  

 

Cheers erupt from around the table. Darrien was sitting next to Chuck and whispers a question to 

him.  

  

      CHUCK (To DARRIEN) 

It means your mother is a very smart person. (To the rest of them.) It means this 

race is almost a statistical dead heat. (Throws his pen against the wall.) It’d be 

perfect, except we just brought gun control and the NRA into the game.  

 

Chuck stands up, takes a moment to get his bearings.  

 

  Bobbie Lee, you still there?  

 

BOBBIE LEE 

I’m here.  

 

    CHUCK 

All right, let’s run through the close one more time. Media?  

 

      JODY 

We’re closing positive, besides, the special interests are throwing mud from the 

both sides. All our material is voiced by Teresa, in control, confident, a leader. 

We’ve got three flights and we’ll deliver them with runners on a staggered basis 

just so Billy doesn’t get too much of a preview.  

 

    CHUCK 

Get out the vote.  



 

    PATRICK 

Done the best I could do with the money I had. Got lots of greedy little hands 

wanting cash but I’m spent out. Billy is definitely dropping money into our base 

neighborhoods, all the usual tricks and a few more. I could use more cash to 

counter it, but I know we need it for more media too.  

 

    CHUCK  

I’ll try the unions one more time.  Short of that, I don’t know where we get more 

cash unless we steal it.  

 

TERESA looks up.  

 

      PATRICK 

There’s one more thing. Billy’s rented lots of vans, he’s going to run some 

variation of the ballot swap.  

 

    TERESA 

What’s that?  

 

PATRICK looks to CHUCK, who nods.  

 

EXT. POLLING PLACE—DAY  

 

Guy walks to an unmarked van near a polling place.  

 

      PATRICK (VO) 

Obviously this only works in the poorer precincts, where they’re still not on the 

computers. Joe Voter goes to the van and gets a marked in ballot, then sticks it in 

his shirt.  

 

    TERESA (VO) 

Where do they get the ballots?  

 

    PATRICK (VO) 

Hold on.  

 

Guy goes in polling place, signs in.  

 

He gets his blank ballot and goes in his booth. Takes the filled in ballot out, puts 

the blank one in his shirt. Drops the filled in ballot in the box, takes the blank one 

back to the van, where he is paid 20 bucks or a bottle of booze or something of 

that nature. Word will get around and you’ll be amazed at what this little stunt can 

do for voter turnout. 

 

INT. TERESA CHAMPAGNE CAMPAIGN OFFICE—NIGHT  



 

      TERESA 

  We’ll notify the election commission and let them---. 

 

      CHUCK 

Corruption within the system. They’ll move the vans around just enough to hold 

you off and then you’re the sore loser after the fact. All right people, it is about to 

get wild and wooly. Reacting to every little stunt won’t work. We’re entering the 

political operative silly season section of the race. The die is cast. We have a 

closing plan. The rest of you are going to do your jobs and nothing more. Bobbie 

Lee will carry the load on the hi-jinks through the rest of it. I mean it, Patrick, all 

of you, be careful, don’t do anything stupid. Let’s leave the stupid stuff to Bobbie 

Lee.  

 

BOBBIE LEE (OS) 

Rest assured, everybody, I’m very qualified for it.  

 

Everyone else gradually leaves until it is just Teresa and Chuck 

 

      TERESA 

  We don’t have enough money, do we?  

 

    CHUCK 

It is never as much as you want, but, no, we don’t.  

 

    TERESA 

I know where to get more. 

 

    CHUCK  

Legally? 

 

    TERESA 

Sort of.  

 

    CHUCK 

Do you ever listen to a thing I say? I just told the staff to keep their noses clean. 

Surely you would think that extends to the candidate.  

 

    TERESA 

I mean, we’d be stealing it, but I can one hundred percent guarantee you that the 

person we steal it from will not report it to the cops. He can’t. 

 

INT. FRENCH QUARTER APPARTMENT—NIGHT  

 

Chuck and Teresa stand outside the door.  

 



      CHUCK 

  How did you find out about this place?  

 

      TERESA 

Stumbled on an electric bill in his office, didn’t think about it at the time. Then, 

another time, I borrowed his car one day to go to the office. I was doing some of 

his work on a Sunday while he watched the Saints game at home. I noticed there 

was a key on his key chain that didn’t fit anything I could find. You’ve got to 

understand, there were only four keys on the key ring. His office, home, car, and 

this one. So, that day, I had a copy of the key made, found the bill again and took 

down the address, then tried to forget about it.    

 

      CHUCK 

  You were never tempted to come here?  

 

      TERESA 

  I knew what it was. I didn’t need to see it to know that.  

 

      CHUCK 

  What if someone’s in there?  

 

      TERESA 

We run. But I’m thinking it’s empty. He has a place uptown. This would also be 

the asset he did not list in the divorce proceedings.  

 

    CHUCK  

How do you know he’s hiding money in there?  

 

    TERESA 

Same way I was certain he wouldn’t know that guy’s name. 

 

She sticks the key in and turns. The door swings open. There is an alarm pad with an angry red 

light blinking.  She tries one code, nothing. Another, still nothing. 

 

      CHUCK  

  Teresa. 

 

She tries a third and the blinking red light turns to green.  

 

      TERESA 

Our anniversary date. I’m impressed.  

 

Now she flips on the lights, and is immediately angry. The apartment is opulent. Small, but 

decorated to the nines.  

 

      CHUCK 



  You reckon he hides the cash in the freezer?  

 

      TERESA 

  The safe will be in the bedroom closet.  

 

She cuts his question off.  

 

  Because that’s the same place he kept the one at home.  

 

The bedroom features a large, king sized bed and, in the corner, a freestanding claw foot tub that 

looks through a window out over Jackson Square.  

 

  Bastard.  

 

Teresa moves to a small closet, pushes aside some hanging clothes, and there is a black safe. She 

tries one combination. Nothing. It opens on her second try.  

 

Our son’s birthday.   

 

Chuck is looking over her shoulder as it opens. His breath catches.  

 

  How much, you think? 

 

      CHUCK 

Couple hundred thousand, at least. How much do you want to take?  

 

TERESA 

It is money he has siphoned off from his campaign, maybe bribes he has taken 

over the years. Money the IRS doesn’t know about. Money I didn’t know about. It 

is cheating money, just like him.  

 

CHUCK  

I understand what it is. But I want to know how much we’re going to steal.  

 

    TERESA 

All of it.  

 

      CHUCK  

Well, shit, we’re going to need some kind of suitcase or something.  

 

TERESA gets up and wanders around the room. She finds an empty black duffel under the bed. 

They clean out the safe, stuffing all the money inside the duffel, and flee the apartment, Teresa 

resetting the alarm as they go. They start down the stairwell as the door opens below them and 

someone in heels starts up. Chuck looks through the opening and sees red lacquered nails gliding 

along the railing below. Then she turns onto the landing they are on. She is wearing a long coat, 

the slit at the bottom revealing mile long legs. Chuck grabs Teresa and pushes her against the 



wall. Then he presses against her and buries her face in a kiss. The woman moves past them and 

purrs.  

 

      WOMAN 

  Get a room, ya’ll.  

 

Once she is gone Chuck lets Teresa go. 

 

      TERESA 

  Burglary make you randy?  

 

      CHUCK 

You think Billy’s mistresses have been exposed to a conversation or two about 

the ex-wife who is running against him? Don’t you figure they looked at a picture 

or two to see what the former competition looked like? 

 

    TERESA 

Or maybe you’re just a pervert who wanted to show off?  

 

    CHUCK 

Or maybe that, too. How about we have this conversation elsewhere, since Billy 

will probably be scrambling along behind her like a little dog in heat? 

 

Chuck and Teresa make it to the car. They are sitting there, about to pull out, when a Lincoln 

stops in front of the apartment, and they watch Billy Champagne rush from the car into the 

building.  

 

INT PAT’OBRIEN’S PIANO BAR—NIGHT  

 

The group has been whittled down to two women and Bobbie Lee. Cynthia, the teacher, is 

hanging on to Bobbie Lee, drunk out of her mind. They get up to leave and emerge on a 

crowded, rocking French Quarter Street.  

 

      (VO) THAGGARD 

Two Pro-Life advocates belonging to one of the more militant groups that had 

descended on the race were arrested for attempting to hold up a liquor store with a 

water gun. In their pockets police found about a pound of marijuana, and… 

 

Bobbie Lee leads them down a narrow alley. Overhead a sign says, “The Sex Dungeon.” The 

sound of screaming can be heard, then the crack of a whip.  

 

…pictures from a French Quarter establishment that specializes in catering to 

strange needs. Sure, the story stank of political intrigue, but it was fun. This group 

had thrust itself into the limelight, almost demanding press coverage, so I was 

glad to give it to them.  

 



Two women emerging from Police Station, shielding eyes to glare of camera lights.  

 

I was there when the two women made bail. That’s when we learned, at some 

point during their long, twisted night, that the women had also visited a tattoo 

parlor.  

 

 

INT. DAIRY BARN—DAY  

 

A light rain is falling. Teresa has just finished a speech when Ju-Ju signals her. She knows him 

well enough now to know it is bad. They meet at the car. Ju-Ju has a phone to his ear. 

 

      JU-JU 

  A problem with Chuck 

 

    TERESA 

A heart attack? What is it?  

 

Ju-Ju hands her the cell.  

 

      JODY (OS)  

He might have a heart attack when I get done with him. Right after he tells us to 

stay out of the silly stuff.  

 

    TERESA 

Jody, what is it? 

 

    JODY (OS)  

Tom and Chuck were caught passing money in some dive in Baton Rouge. Union 

Money. Cloak and dagger stuff. Five days before the election and our state party 

chair and your campaign manager are caught passing bills while they drink beer. 

Somebody set them up. They got busted with fifty thousand dollars in cash.  

 

INT. TERESA CHAMPAGNE’S HOUSE—NIGHT  

 

Nightime. Teresa is waiting to hear something. She sits among her unpacked boxes, the paces, 

then sits again. Then a tapping on her back door and she jumps to her feet.  

 

      VOICE (OS) 

The closing days of any campaign will get you, won’t they? How’s the candidate 

handling the heat? 

 

      TERESA 

  What the…? 

 

Man steps into room.  



 

      BILLY 

I’ve come to my senses, baby. I was a fool letting you go and now I’m here to win 

you back. (Pauses.) You got anything round here to drink? 

     

EXT. RESTAURANT ENTRANCE—NIGHT 

 

Benson Yerger has been signing autographs after a speech. People in the street gawk and point as 

he is led to a waiting car and whisked away.  

 

      YERGER  

(Waiting while aide makes a drink) Billy did OK with the car. (Nods at the 

driver.) Looks like he might be pinching the pennies a little with the help.  

 

Yerger takes the drink. He can see water out his window.  

 

      AIDE 

  Sir, we’re going the wrong way.  

 

      YERGER 

  Stop your blathering and let a man enjoy a moment of peace. 

 

      AIDE 

  But, sir, this is not the way back to our hotel.  

 

The driver adjusts the rear view mirror. It is BOBBIE LEE.  

 

INT. TERESA CHAMPAGNE’S HOME-NIGHT  

 

Billy has made them drinks in plastic cups. He toasts her and drinks his in one go. Teresa sets 

hers down untouched.  

 

      BILLY 

  Can we at least be civil? I’m not here to talk about the campaign.  

 

      TERESA 

  Talking about that is our best chance of keeping it civil.  

 

      BILLY 

It has taken this campaign for me to fall back in love with you but I surely have. 

I’m as smitten as I’ve ever been. (Pause, like it is taking him effort to proceed.) 

I’m going to quit the race if you’ll take me back. You be the Congresswoman and 

I’ll be the significant other. 

 

    TERESA 

You told millions of people about my darkest, most horrible secret.  



 

    BILLY 

And it broke my heart to do it.  

 

    TERESA 

You lied about your role in the abortion. You lied about that horrible time in my 

life for political points. 

 

    BILLY 

We could run this thing together. Just like old times.  

 

    TERESA 

You pinned it on a dead man because you knew he could not refute you.  

 

    BILLY  

Baby, do you hear me? I’ll quit. All you got to say is that you’ll take me back. 

 

    TERESA 

You cheated on me for years. Then threw me aside after everything I did for you.  

 

    BILLY 

Not my proudest moments, I admit. But now I’ve seen the light.   

 

      TERESA 

  You’re so scared you’ll do anything. Say anything.  

 

      BILLY (looking off to the side) 

  Just one more chance, baby, surely you can find it in your heart to give me that.  

 

      TERESA 

  Even now you’re not listening to a word I say.  

 

      BILLY  

I love you. I want to make things right. (He’s barely getting the words out he’s so 

distracted now. She follows his line of sight to a black duffle bag. Billy looks at 

her, then back at the bag again. He’s got a funny look on his face. Then a big 

grin.) Isn’t that my---. 

 

TERESA loses it and grabs the first thing that she can. A big frying pan, and hurls it at Billy’s 

head. Billy tries to duck too late, is struck, then falls back into a pile of boxes. Teresa grabs a 

black magic marker off a box and leans over the unconscious man.  

 

      DARRIEN (OS) 

  Mom? You here? 

 

TERESA returns to her drink. Tastes it now. DARRIEN comes into the house. 



 

We’ve got Chuck hidden away at some guy’s camp. Press are going nuts trying to 

find him. We’ll sneak you out there if you want to---. (Sees the legs on the floor.) 

Who’s that?  

 

    TERESA  

Your father.  

 

Darrien steps closer.  

 

      DARRIEN 

I’m betting he didn’t have “ass-hole” written across his forehead when he came in 

here. 

 

      TERESA 

  It’s always been there. I just wanted to make sure everyone else could see it.  

 

      DARRIEN 

  He’s not dead, is he?  

 

      TERESA 

I suspect there’s both a politically and maternally correct answer to your question, 

son, but, right now, I really don’t care.   

 

INT. LIMO—NIGHT 

 

The limo stops on a deserted road near the swamps. Bobbie Lee gets out, then comes in side door 

and sits opposite aide and Benson Yerger.  

 

      BOBBIE LEE 

First off, sir, I’d just like to tell you what a huge fan I am. I’ve seen all your 

movies but I really loved you in “The Dead and the Damned.”  

 

    YERGER 

The only movie I ever played a villain, and, quite frankly, a role I have always 

regretted.  

 

    BOBBIE 

Something about villains appeals to me. Look, I need you to take the dog and 

pony show somewhere else. I’m a card carrying member of your organization and 

normally support you 100% but this lady is special. She’s the real deal, and your 

presence here is hurting her. So I need you to hop on Freedom 2 and go find some 

other gun control advocate to destroy.  

 

    YERGER 

You work for her?  



 

    BOBBIE 

Yes, in an unofficial capacity.  

 

    YERGER 

Sorry, son. She said what she said and I’m here to deal with it. I’m not going 

anywhere until she has been vanquished from the race.  

 

    BOBBIE 

Vanquished? Huh. That’s not a word you hear a lot in normal conversation. 

(Shrugs, then struggles to pull a .38 out of his snug waistband. He waves the gun 

around.) I didn’t want to do this but you either agree to leave or you two are 

alligator bait.  

 

YERGER twitches, then slumps to one side. BOBBIE looks at the aide.  

 

  Is he acting?  

 

      AIDE 

  Hell no. I think he might be having a stroke or something.  

 

      BOBBIE 

A little pop gun like this and an award winning actor and the honorary 

spokesperson for the NRA strokes out? 

 

Bobbie Lee dives through the open partition, wiggling as his large butt gets temporarily stuck. 

The car rockets forward.  

 

      BOBBIE 

  Mouth to mouth. Give him mouth to mouth! 

 

      AIDE 

  He’s got foam coming out. 

 

A gun waves wildly through the partition.  

 

      BOBBIE  

That man is a national treasure! He dies and I promise you will be next.  

 

The aide twisted his lips, makes a face, then leans over Benson Yerger.    

 

 

INT. TEREA CHAMPAGNES HOUSE—NIGHT 

 

Ju-Ju’s expression does not change when he enters the room and sees Billy. He leans over the 

unconscious man.  



 

      JU-JU (To TERESA) 

  What’d you use? 

 

      TERESA 

  A Magic Marker 

 

      JU-JU 

  Before that. 

 

      TERESA 

  Oh, a frying pan.  

 

      JU-JU 

  He’s gonna be all right. Anybody know where he lives? 

 

      TERESA 

Press might be around his house. He keeps a place in the Quarter. No one knows 

about it. Think we can get him out of here without anyone finding out about it?  

 

    JU-JU 

Sounds like my previous line of work.  

 

    TERESA 

Except I want him delivered alive.  

 

    JU-JU 

Now I’m insulted. 

 

INT. LADY OF THE LAKE HOSPITAL—NIGHT 

 

Limo screeches into emergency entrance. Staff scurry about while Bobbie stands off to the side.  

 

      AIDE 

  That man over there has a gun. He did this.  

 

      ORDERLY 

  He shot him? 

 

      AIDE 

  No, I think he’s having a stroke or something.  

 

      ORDERLY 

  No pulse.  

 

      NURSE 



  Isn’t that Benson Yerger? 

 

The AIDE nods.  

 

      ORDERLY 

  I loved him as Moses.   

 

They rush him into the hospital but Bobbie is able to hear…. 

 

      NURSE  

  I think we got a DOA people but let’s put him through the paces.  

 

BOBBIE LEE slinks away.  

 

INT. TERESA CHAMPAGNE CAR—NIGHT 

 

TERESA is in the back with the unconscious BILLY, who is slowly starting to come around. 

DARRIEN is riding in the front with JU-JU. They pull up to an intersection and all three draw in 

a breath when they spot the patrol car sitting to their right.  

 

      TERESA  

  Take a right.  

 

      JU-JU 

  That’s a one way street. You mean left?  

 

      TERESA 

  No, a right.  

 

      JU-JU  

  There’s a cop right there! What are you trying to do? Get us pulled over? 

 

      TERESA 

  I’m about to make the abortion issue go away. Now take the right. Do it now! 

 

Ju-Ju turns right and squeezes past the patrol car. The copy accelerates into the intersection, does 

a u-turn, then comes after them, lights flashing. Ju-Ju looks at her.  

 

  Well, pull over! 

 

      JU-JU  

  You people are nuts.  

 

The policeman gets out of his car and asks the driver for his documentation, which Ju-Ju hands 

over. Then he leans in and examines the passengers, shining his flashlight into the car on each of 

them. He stops on Teresa 



 

      POLICEMAN 

  Aren’t you running for Congress?  

 

Teresa nods.  

 

You got my wife’s vote. She loves you. I don’t know, that gun thing, just between 

us, you might have something there. It’s like a freaking war zone around this 

place. 

 

Teresa nods. The cop frowns at her unease, then shines the light on the man next to her.  

 

  Isn’t that?  

 

Everyone in the car except Billy nods.  

 

  What’s that say on his head?  

 

      TERESA 

  Ass-hole. Kind of hard to write it. His big nose practically goes up his forehead.  

 

      POLICEMAN 

  What’s wrong with him?  

 

      TERESA 

  He told me he loved me and I tried to kill him with a frying pan.  

 

      JU-JU 

  Oh my.  

 

      POLICEMAN 

  Well what are you doing with him now?  

 

      TERESA 

Taking him back to the apartment he didn’t admit to owning when we divorced.  

 

The cop looks around.  

 

    POLICEMAN 

I imagine the stress of running for office is bad enough without it being your ex. 

Him saying all those things about you? (Then to Ju-Ju.) Ya’ll taking him straight 

to that apartment?  

 

    JU-JU  

Straight back.  

 



The policeman stands up and pulls his radio out of his belt. He grunts, toggles the switch, starts 

to identify himself, then he stops, and leans back in toward Ju-Ju but gestures to Teresa.   

    

      POLICEMAN 

I’m pretty sure I don’t want to know the answer but what’s in the black bag on the 

floor? Body parts?  

 

    TERESA 

No. That’s the couple hundred thousand that I stole from my husband’s 

undeclared love nest. I wasn’t going to bring that part up because I really need the 

money for additional media.  

 

    POLICEMAN 

Beefing up for the last week?  

 

    TERESA    

You know how it is. It gets expensive. And my campaign manager just got caught 

with his hand in the till.  

 

The cop stands up, brings the radio to his lips, then stops again. He nods at Ju-Ju.  

 

      POLICEMAN 

  I better not hear about his body being fished out of a river.  

 

      JU-JU 

  No sir, officer.  

 

      POLICEMAN 

  All right. (Taps the top of the car.) You people buckle up and have a good night.  

 

Policeman walks back to his car. Teresa throws her hand up.  

 

      TERESA 

  Jesus, what’s a girl got to do to get some press around here?  

 

EXT. REMOTE CABIN—DAY 

 

Early morning. TERESA and CHUCK sit alone on a porch.  

 

      CHUCK 

  Jody is putting together a release. We’ll schedule something in---. 

 

      TERESA 

  I’m not firing you.  

 

      CHUCK 



  I’m going to jail.  

 

      TERESA 

But not a real jail. Look, illegal fundraising, attempted murder, any press is better 

than the abortion or the gun control. Right?  

 

    CHUCK 

Attempted murder?  

 

    TERESA 

Hey I confessed to the crime and the cop wouldn’t go for it, although I think I got 

his vote.  

 

    CHUCK 

What are you babbling about? Are you all right?  

 

    TERESA 

I’ll be just fine, if you’ll kiss me.  

 

Chuck leans in to her and they kiss.  

 

      VO (THAGGARD)  

Both campaigns barreled into the final weekend. Teresa’s campaign must have 

really scored on the fundraising front because her ads were suddenly everywhere. 

Plus she showed some media savvy by holding a running press conference about 

Chuck’s arrest and why she would not accept his resignation. They pestered her 

about it at every stop, and she gave it right back to them. She was showing spunk, 

and they weren’t talking about the issues that were costing her the most votes.  

 

EXT. PRESS CONFERENCE—DAY 

 

Then on Monday, the day before the election, a shocking revelation came out of Florida. A little, 

old, muscle bound dude in front of the press.  

 

      DANIEL COKER 

That’s right. I’m that Daniel Coker. (Yelled questions from press.) The father? 

Billy Champagne was the father. It was him who also convinced Teresa to get an 

abortion. Damn sum’bitch. 

 

INT. NAPOLEAN HOUSE COURTYARD—NIGHT 

 

Chuck is sitting by himself in the shadows of some plants. He is nursing a half empty beer when 

Teresa finds him.  

 

      TERESA 

  Bobbie Lee found the professor?  



 

      CHUCK 

  Want a beer?  

 

      TERESA 

“It was him who convinced Teresa to get that abortion” was what the guy said 

when reporters asked him about it. That’s some mastery of the English language 

for a guy with a doctorate.   

 

    CHUCK 

Probably nervous.  

 

    TERESA 

Coker was six five. That guy was five-five, tops.  

 

    CHUCK 

Coker died in ’93. 

 

    TERESA 

Who was that guy?  

 

    CHUCK 

Bobbie Lee’s second cousin. Owns a detail shop outside of Miami. (Teresa stares 

at him.) Got some of Billy’s internal numbers this morning. The gap’s back to six 

points. Abortion is the key factor with people voting against you.  

 

    TERESA  

So what does this stunt do? Billy’s people will just turn it against us.  

 

    CHUCK  

When? They’re out of real estate on the calendar.  

 

    TERESA 

We’re not going to lose.  

 

    CHUCK 

I haven’t told you everything. (He hands her a sample ballot. Her name is clearly 

not marked.) That’s being put out by an activist type named Milo Sheets.  

 

    TERESA 

I know Milo. He’s in the Fourteenth. You pay Milo, he gives you the Fourteenth.  

 

    CHUCK  

I paid Milo.  

 

    TERESA 



And he’s betraying us?  

 

    CHUCK 

You make your livelihood selling votes, then you stab someone in the back, that 

isn’t a good thing when the next election comes along.  

 

    TERESA 

So if Billy turned Milo, then he must have thrown the US Mint at him? 

 

    CHUCK 

Milo’s pretty straight up for someone in that line of work. If Milo can be bought 

then there’s a ton of them who can be. It is a war of attrition. They don’t have to 

steal away much before we’re in real trouble.  

 

    TERESA 

Is this what you big time political operatives do? Sit around the night before the 

election and panic? Is this what you did for Jimmy Carter?  

 

    CHUCK 

That was different.  

 

    TERESA 

Oh yeah, sure, he was just running for president of the United States. No pressure 

there.  

 

    CHUCK 

It was different. I killed myself for that man. And I loved Carter. But…. I didn’t 

really love Carter. See what I mean? Different.  

 

Teresa can only stare at him. Then she stumbles away.  

 

EXT. NEW ORLEANS VOTING PRECINCT—DAY 

 

A van sits about a block from the polling place. A steady stream of people are transacting 

business. A man in mirrored shades approaches the van. The driver waves him off.  

 

      DRIVER 

We paid everybody. You better check with your people downtown before you do 

anything dumb. 

 

    BOBBIE LEE 

(Shoves gun barrel up the guy’s nose.) Who you calling dumb?  

 

INT. BILLY CHAMPAGNE CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTERS—DAY   

 

      CAMPAIGN WORKER 



  That’s three vans in the last forty five minutes! 

 

      CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

  Can someone tell me what the hell is going on?  

 

      CAMPAIGN WORKER #2 

According to our people on the scene some fat slob is stealing all our goddamned 

vans.  

 

      CAMPAIGN WORKER #3 (Rushing over) 

More bad news. That van that got lifted from Precinct 12 is now doing business 

outside Precinct 3. 

 

    CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

We already got a van outside Precinct 3.  

 

    CAMPAIGN WORKER #3.  

Not anymore.  

 

      VO (THAGGARD)  

Election Day dawned without a cloud in the sky. Billy held court in the Roosevelt 

Hotel, something he’d been doing from the beginning. Teresa worked the streets 

until the polls closed.  

 

EXT. HOTEL PARKING LOT—NIGHT 

 

Teresa climbs out of the car, smiles wanly at Ju-Ju, then trudges toward across the parking lot.  

 

      VO (THAGGARD)  

  And just like that… the campaign was suddenly and totally over.   

 

Teresa goes into a hotel room. Chuck is facing the mirror. Shaving.  

 

      CHUCK 

Before you say anything else. I’m sorry. You got enough on your plate without 

me dumping on more. 

 

    TERESA 

You only have to be sorry if you didn’t mean it.  

 

Chuck takes his time, wiping his face with a towel, then he stares at her through the mirror.  

 

      CHUCK 

Then it looks like I don’t have to apologize after all. (Pause.) You might as well 

try to relax. No need being nervous now. The people have spoken. It’ll just be a 

few hours before we find out what they said.  



 

    TERESA 

I’m not nervous. I’m here to pay up on that horizontal dancing debt I owe you. 

 

    CHUCK 

Now?  

 

    TERESA 

Figured I better collect before they cart you off to that minimum security prison.  

 

    CHUCK 

That reminds me. I better find my golf clubs.  

 

    TERESA 

I guess I’ll leave if you’re not interested in cashing in…..  

 

    CHUCK  (walking toward her) 

Oh, I’m interested. I’m way more than interested.  

 

INT. HOTEL SUITE—NIGHT 

 

Teresa and Billy slip into the suite. The immediate staff will wait here with the candidate until 

they know her fate, then she will address her supporters waiting for her in the ballroom.  

 

Screen reads:  

64 out of 330 precincts remaining 

B. Champagne  17,521 

T. Champagne  15,730 

 

      PATRICK 

  Nice of you guys to make it. Teresa, I do swear you look flush with excitement.  

 

      JODY 

We’re in the game. Not running as strong north of the lake as we’d hoped but 

doing OK in Metairie.  

 

    CHUCK  

The poorer precincts are closer to the Courthouse down there. 

 

    TERESA 

We’re going to do fine in Metairie.  

 

She wanders over to a food table and picks at it. Then she realizes all eyes are on her.  

 

  What? What are you people looking at?  

 



Patrick growls at her like a tiger.  

 

INT. HOTEL BALLROOM—NIGHT 

 

Since Teresa will be off limits until after something is known, Thaggard is wandering around the 

crowded room interviewing her supporters.  

 

      ELDERLY MAN 

  Got to get her straight on this Death Tax thing but we love her to death.  

 

      ELDERLY WOMAN 

  She’s got balls the size of grapefruit.  

 

A mustached man is cutting through the groups of people, passing out drink tickets with the 

discretion of a drug dealer. He brushes past THAGGARD, and sticks some of them in the 

reporter’s hand.  

 

      BOBBIE LEE 

  Got them out of the trash.  

 

THAGGARD follows the strange man to a ravaged buffet table.  The man is flipping up pieces 

of lettuce and scouring for leftovers, finding the occasional olive, and once, to his great delight, a 

pig in a blanket.  

      

      THAGGARD 

  I’m interviewing some of Teresa’s supporters. Mind answering a question or two? 

 

      BOBBIE LEE 

  Let ‘er rip.  

 

      THAGGARD 

  How do you feel about tonight’s results so far?  

 

      BOBBIE  

Talking heads are making noise about how Billy’s doing better north of the lake 

than expected. That Teresa needed more from up here if she’s got a shot. Doesn’t 

matter. She’s gonna do just fine down in the city.  

 

Thaggard raises the camera to take a picture, then takes it down.  

 

      THAGGARD 

  Something is wrong with your mustache.  

 

      BOBBIE   

Cheap ass thing. (Looks in an empty tray for a mirror, then takes mustache off 

and readjusts it.) I had fried chicken for lunch. What you gonna do?  



 

Ju-Ju appears.  

 

      JU-JU (to BOBBIE) 

Numbers from north end are horrible. They’ve hit the panic button. You better get 

in there before they do something stupid.  

 

    THAGGARD 

You have a position with the campaign?  

 

    BOBBIE LEE 

I’m involved strictly in an advisory capacity.  

 

HOTEL SUITE—HAMMOND 

 

Screen reads:  

235 out of 330 precincts reporting 

B. Champagne  71,110 

T. Champagne  65,586 

 

CHUCK, face in pain, comes to sit beside TERESA.  

 

      CHUCK 

  They’re having problems with the machines in Metairie. It’s slow.  

 

      TERESA 

  That’s not the look on your face. Tell me the rest.  

 

      CHUCK  

  We blew it north of the lake. There’s not enough of a margin. With what’s left…. 

 

      TERESA  

  There are a lot of votes out in Metairie.  

 

      CHUCK 

We’ll lose Metairie 60-40, best case. The votes aren’t there. (Pause.) Billy hit our 

base and stole enough votes to---. 

 

    TERESA 

Just say it, Chuck. It’ll help with the healing process.  

 

    CHUCK 

I’ll never heal from this.  

 

    TERESA 

Say it! 



 

    CHUCK 

Billy’s got us. We’re going to come up short.  

 

    JODY (Across the room) 

AP just called it. So did CNN.  

 

    TERESA (to CHUCK) 

You got the number?  

 

    CHUCK 

You don’t have to call. It happens all the time. We’ll say we called. He’ll say you 

called. But you don’t have to do it. You don’t have to hear his smug ass voice. 

 

    TERESA  

Give me the number.  

 

Teresa dials and identifies herself. She can hear cheering in the background.  

 

      BILLY(OS) 

Hey baby. You put up one hell of a fight. Anywhere but Louisiana and you 

woulda won this thing. 

 

      TERESA 

  I just wanted to call you and congratulate---. 

 

The phone is ripped from Teresa’s hands so hard that she falls to her knees.  

 

      BOBBIE LEE 

Concede? (He beats the receiver against every surface he can find.) What the hell 

is wrong with you people? (Then into the phone.) You sorry sack of shit! We 

don’t concede. We’ll never concede! (Hangs up.)  

 

    CHUCK 

Bobbie Lee, I appreciate your fervor, but we’re going to lose ground before this is 

over.  

 

    JODY 

The networks have called it.  

 

    BOBBIE LEE 

So? Those people are looking at numbers. They are trying to understand and 

explain what can’t be understood, what can’t be explained! (Beats his hand on his 

chest.) I got the pulse of what’s happening out there beating in my own chest. 

Teresa does too. She knows it. Pissed off women. That’s that this is about. This 

ain’t over. Not by a long shot it ain’t.  



 

    CHUCK 

The precincts still out are largely affluent and Republican. They’re going for Billy 

in a big way. They’re---. 

 

    BOBBIE LEE 

In the same boat she was in. Filled with women fighting father time and watching 

their husbands get restless every time their daughter’s cheerleading buddies sleep 

over. You put the ‘still married but possibly divorced women’ with the ‘already 

divorced and really pissed off women’ and you’ve got one hell of a motivated 

voting bloc. You’re not going to get that in Kentwood with their dairy farms, or 

even here in Hammond with the little commuter college. That’s the country club 

set. That’s Metairie. That’s all Metairie is, one big unhappy, soon to be divorced 

or already divorced country club. And those women are motivated to vote against 

every trophy wife who has supplanted years of diapers, screaming babies, hard 

work and no money. They’re voting against heartless, money grubbing skanks 

who have stolen everything they fought for with a store bought pair of firm tits. 

 

    CHUCK 

That is the craziest thing I’ve ever heard.  

 

    BOBBIE LEE  

It is friggin politics, it’s supposed to be crazy! (He pulls his shirt up to reveal a 

pistol in his waistband.) I’ll tell you dimwits this. I’m packing heat, and we are 

most definitely not conceding this race! 

 

    CHUCK (To TERESA)  

Well?  

 

    BOBBIE LEE 

I just told you people I’m heeled and feeling postal! 

 

    TERESA 

I need some air.  

 

    CHUCK 

Answer me. Are we conceding this race or not?  

 

    TERESA (Pointing at BOBBIE LEE) 

I trust him. He says wait, I’m game.  

 

Teresa leaves.  

 

      BOBBIE LEE 

  That’s a damn fighter right there. (Pause.) Now what you people got to eat?  

 



Screen reads:  

291 out of 330 precincts reporting 

B. Champagne:  86,149 

T. Champagne:  82,733 

 

TERESA CHAMPAGNE VICTORY PARTY BALLROOM—HAMMOND 

 

On TV Billy is giving his victory speech. In the middle of the room Chuck is talking to reporters. 

Thaggard is trying to watch both.  

 

      BILLY (On TV)  

I just got off the phone with Teresa, she called to congratulate me and concede the  

race. And before I humbly talk about what I want to do with the next two years 

the people of the great state of Louisiana have given me, I would like to say a few 

things about the brave fight Teresa has waged.  

 

    CHUCK (To reporters) 

This trickery on his part makes sense if you think about it. Teresa told me that 

ever since she’s known him, Billy has always been the one to finish first.     

 

Chaos as the reporters at Teresa’s party try to inform their anchors that Teresa Champagne has 

not conceded the race.  

 

      VO (THAGGARD) 

I don’t know why anyone would have expected this crazy race to end in a normal 

fashion. Champagne Billy was declaring victory as his ex-wife was defiantly not 

conceding. Only in Louisiana. Forty boxes to go. The counting machines were 

bogged down and the eyes of the entire country were zeroed in on this race. Then 

the machines got going again. 

 

Screen reads:  

305 out of 330 precincts reporting 

B. Champagne:  89,561 

T. Champagne: 87,955 

 

Teresa is sitting in an empty stairwell. Chuck is standing over her.  

 

      CHUCK 

Beat him by two hundred eight votes in Metairie’s second. That’s Old Metairie. 

We’ve got no business even being close there. 

 

      JODY (OS) (Yelling) 

  AP and CNN just put us back in the “too close to call” column.  

 

Chuck turns to leave. Teresa grabs his leg.  

 



      TERESA 

  Stay with me.  

 

      CHUCK 

  Are you kidding?  

 

      TERESA 

  I can’t stand to be in there and I don’t want to be alone.  

 

      CHUCK  

  But we might miss it.  

 

      TERESA 

We are it, Chuck. I have a real strong feeling that they’ll come find us when it’s 

over. 

 

Reenergized crowd at Teresa’s party, then the screen reads:  

 

321 out of 330 precincts reporting 

B. Champagne:  91,658 

T. Champagne:  91,322 

 

      VO (THAGGARD)  

Teresa continued to gain ground where she should have been losing it. The cash 

bar had long since been wiped clean, so some supporters went out and bought hot 

beer and cheap wine. The crowd would wait, baited breath, until another box 

came in, then erupt when they ever so slowly ate in to Billy’s slim lead.  

 

EXT. STREET—NIGHT  

 

Chuck and Teresa are hand in hand as they walk through a residential neighborhood a few blocks 

from the hotel.  

 

      CHUCK  

  You’re walking me into the ground. Go on without me.  

 

      TERESA 

  I’m a woman used to motion.  

 

      CHUCK 

I’d say. I think we’re halfway to Baton Rouge. You got any idea where the hotel 

is from here?  

 

    TERESA  (pointing) 

That way, I think.  

 



    CHUCK 

It is done by now. It’s over. (Pause.) Would you mind if I kissed you?  

 

    TERESA 

You’ve never asked before.  

 

    CHUCK  

I’m on shaky ground here. We don’t know who’s obligated to whom.  

 

The headlights  of a car catch them in a kiss. JU-JU is behind the wheel but only DARRIEN gets 

out. The young man runs to his mother. 

 

      DARRIEN 

  The race is over.  

 

He tries to say more, then the tears come on and he buries his head in her shoulder as he sobs. 

TERESA wraps her hands around him. 

       

TERESA 

Don’t cry. Your mother is so much stronger than she was. I’m going to be fine 

with this now. I’m going to be better than fine.   

 

    DARRIEN  

Mom--- 

 

    TERESA 

It is OK, Darrien. I’m OK. We did everything that could be done. 

 

    DARRIEN 

But you don’t understand. You won it, Mom. It’s over! You won! 

 

Screen reads:  

330 out of 330 precincts reporting 

B. Champagne:  93,206 

T. Champagne:  93,977 

 

INT. HOTEL SUITE—NIGHT 

 

Bobbie Lee is dancing on a table. His shirt is off. The pistol is pressed into his fleshy waist. 

Chuck pulls Teresa aside.  

 

      CHUCK 

You’re big news. The networks are waiting. You’ll have to wing it. I thought it 

would be bad luck to prepare a speech.  

 

      TERESA 



  Come on stage with me.  

 

      CHUCK  

Not my scene. Besides, the country’s newest hotshot legislator doesn’t need to 

declare victory with a crook at her side. People will be everywhere and they’ll all 

want to touch you. Get to the stage as fast as you can or the networks will bail.  

 

    TERESA 

Chuck, you’re a campaign man. Your job is done now. (Pause.) Why the long 

face? Why do you look sad?  

 

    CHUCK 

The networks are waiting. Go accept your victory.  

 

    TERESA 

Yes, that town changed me once. It won’t do it again.  

 

JU-JU leads TERESA and DARRIEN through the parking lot and into a buzzing, packed 

ballroom. A massive cheer goes up as the crowd surges toward them.  

 

INT. ROOSEVELT HOTEL—NIGHT 

 

BILLY CHAMPAGNE is alone in his hotel suite. He watches on TV as his ex-wife accepts 

victory.  

 

INT. HOTEL SUITE—DAY 

 

TERESA is running on fumes. She inspects herself in a mirror, tries to do something with her 

hair, then gives up. As she leaves you can see what is written on the mirror in lipstick. It says, 

“Congress can wait one more day. Departing for dancing excursion at 6:30 am. I’ll buy you 

breakfast first, you’re going to need your energy. PS I hope you plan to keep this campaign’s 

first promise.” 

 

EXT. HOTEL PARKING LOT—DAY 

 

Slick dude walks up to TERESA as she crosses the parking lot.   

  

      MATT 

Congresswoman-elect, my name is Matt Domingeaux. I’m with the US Chamber 

and several other interests. We’d like to congratulate you on your victory and 

invite you to our Congressional Orientation Week that starts tomorrow. We’re 

holding it in Palm Beach this year. The jet is ready when you are. It holds nine, if 

you’d like to bring along some family or friends.  

 

Teresa is watching an old truck ease through the parking lot. She smiles.  

 



      TERESA 

That’s a generous offer, Matt, but I’m already pretty well oriented when it comes 

to Congress. I’m going to take this time to learn something I’ve never had the 

chance to pick up. I think it is a big part of constituent relations.  

 

    MATT 

Of course. We’d still be happy to offer the use of the jet is that would make it 

easier for you.  

 

    TERESA 

Not unless that jet can land in a swamp. Do you two step, Matt?  

 

    MATT 

Excuse me?  

 

    TERESA 

Yeah, me either, and I’ll be damned if I’d had a chance to listen to the tape.  

 

 

INT TELEVISON STUDIO—DAY 

 

The anchor is facing the camera. We see the back of the person being interviewed.  

 

      ANCHOR 

We understand that Congresswoman-elect Champagne was very busy this 

morning as much as we would have loved to have her on the show. Tell me, many 

observers said the abortion issue would sink her in this conservative district. Why 

didn’t it? 

 

    INTERVIEWEE 

Abortion wasn’t the key issue. Neither was guns, God Bless Benson Yerger. I 

think anyone with the least bit of political sense could see this race was about 

POW’s.  

 

    ANCHOR 

Prisoners of War? 

 

    INTEVIEWEE 

Pissed off women. You know, and people get this wrong, but they’re not pissed 

off at the scum buckets who left them. Well, maybe they are, a little. Really 

they’re more pissed off at themselves. Cause none of it happened overnight, and 

they saw it coming, only they choose to do nothing about it, or pretended to look 

the other way. These women are pissed off at themselves, pissed off about time 

lost, pissed off because they waited. 

 

    ANCHOR 



Yes, … AHHHH….OK…And you’re going to Washington with Congresswoman 

Champagne in what capacity?  

 

    INTERVIEWEE 

As a liaison.  

 

    ANCHOR 

A liaison to what?  

 

    INTERVIEWEE/BOBBIE 

Just a regular ole liaison.  

 

    ANCHOR 

Like a congressional liaison? Is that what you mean?  

 

    BOBBIE LEE 

Nope, more like a liaison for regular life. That’s my gig. I’m regular people. 

Middle America. I’ve got the pulse of what’s going on out there (Thumps his 

chest) Right here. 

 

INT. GREASY SPOON CAFE—DAY  

 

Restaurant sign also says “Cold beer, live bait, warm biscuits.” ROD THAGGARD is sitting in a 

corner booth, typing furiously into a laptop in the almost empty room. He is aware of a couple 

taking the booth behind him. He is not aware of who they are until one of them speaks.  

 

      TERESA 

At least think about it.  

 

      CHUCK 

  I’m a campaign guy. You said that yourself.  

 

      TERESA 

It is never too late to learn a new trait. Besides, it is just like a campaign, only 

with a smaller electorate. 

 

    CHUCK 

I’m probably about to get indicted.  

 

    TERESA 

A prerequisite for work up there.    

 

    CHUCK 

What if this? This thing with us? What if it doesn’t work out?  

 

    TERESA 



Then it doesn’t. But at least we tried. Come with me to Washington. Be my Chief 

of Staff. Please. At least think about it.  

 

    CHUCK 

I don’t even know if you can dance properly.  

 

    TERESA 

Then let’s settle that right now.  

 

TERESA slides out of the booth and walks to the juke box. THAGGARD covers his face but she 

only has eyes for one. She studies it for a moment, puts her money in, then selects a song. It 

starts playing. Kenny Chesney “Alive and Well.”  

 

      CHUCK 

  You can’t two-step to that. 

 

      TERESA 

Nope, I guess you’ll just have to hold me real close. You sure you’re up for that, 

cowboy?  

 

CHUCK LAMBUTH slides out of the booth and walks toward her. 

 

 

 

THE END    


